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MOREHEAD, Ky. --- Morehead State University President Adron
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MOREHEAD, Ky. --- Morehead State University Head Football
Coach John J.

(Jake) Hallum has resigned effective Jan. 14 to

become an assistant coach at the University of Maryland.
In his letter of resignation, Hallum wrote MSU President
Adron Doran:
"Morehead State has been dear to my heart for the past
four years and I appreciate very much the confidence and support
you have given our football program and to me personally."
Dr. Doran, in releasing the text of Hallum's letter, said:
"We have accepted Coach Hallum's resignation and extend
our very best wishes.

He has been an asset to our athletic program

and he will contribute greatly to the program at Maryland."
Dr. Doran said a search for Hallum's successor would be
started immediately.
Hallum, who compiled a 22-17-1 record in four seasons at
MSU, including a 7-3 mark last fall, said his decision had been
influenced "considerably" by his high r ega rd for J e rry Claiborne,
Maryland's new head coac h.
Hallum, 33, came to MSU in 1968 after being named Kentucky
High School Coach of the Year at Ashland where his 196 7 team captured the Class AA state championship.
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MOREHEAD, Ky.---Morehead State University's young wrestling
team actually appeared in competition in late November but the real
season begins this week.
Coach Dan Walker may have seven freshmen among his first 10
grapplers in a "double dual" meet on the road Thursday against Morris
Harvey and West Liberty.
MSU was entered in the prestigious Southern Open Invitational
at UT-Chattanooga but managed only a 2-9 overall mark in individual
matches.
"We only took part of the squad and the results were about as
expected," Walker said.

"It was great competition and we wanted our

young wrestlers to see what they have to contend with in the future."
Walker was impressed with freshman Mickey Rzymek, a 134-pounder
and one of five rookies from Toledo, Ohio.

He was 2-2 in tourney

action and produced MSU's only victories in the high-powered competition involving seven NCAA individual champs.
The Eagles return only four lettermen this season and one of
them, junior co-captain Bob Warren, may miss the entire schedule
~·

because of a recurring injury.
Back are junior co-captain Steve Morgan, last year's team
leader with a personal mark of 9-2-1; Dave Bostelman, the team's only
senior who was 5-6 last season; and sophomore Vince Aiello, who was
5-6-1 as a freshman last year.
(MORE)

•

wrestling 2222222

"We'll lack depth as usual but this team may turn out to be
•

highly competitive because of youthful spirit and determination,"
Walker added.

•

"It should be a very interesting season."

Last year's squad was 7-5 and Walker is hopeful of at least
a

break~aven

record this year as he rebuilds.

The lineup picture:

•

118 - Mark Brown, Toledo freshman •

126 - Aiello or Torn Peffers, Dayton, Ohio, freshman.
134 - Rzyrnek •

•

142 - Pete Marinelli, Toledo freshman.
150 - Chuck Freels, Toledo freshman.

•

158 - Mark Kilpatrick, Cincinnati freshman •
167 - Warren or Mike High, Cincinnati freshman, or Don Sundberg,
Louisville freshman •

•

177 - Morgan.
190 - Bostelman.
HW

•

- Bruce Hart, Toledo freshman, or Sam Spradlin, Hilliard,
Ohio, freshman.
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MOREHEAD, Ky. --- Fresh from two straight wins over taller,
more experienced foes, Morehead State's sophomore-saturated basket-

•

ball team heads into Ohio Valley Conference play this weekend at
Murray and Austin Peay.
Coach Bill Harrell's Eagles, now 5-4, put six players in

•

double figures Monday night and dropped Illinois State, 104-94.
Four days earlier, they captured the attention of the

•

national sports press with a stunning 103-98 upset of 13th ranked
Marshall.

The surprising triumph on Marshall's home court was accom-

plished primarily by an all-sophomore starting lineup.

•

Two "oldtimers" -- 6-8 junior Ron Nicholson and 6-2 junior
Bubba Abell -- came off the bench to help Monday night as the Eagles
broke away in the final nine minutes.

•

Nicholson - a starter until

an injury sidelined him before the Marshall game - responded with
11 points, nine rebounds and five blocked shots.

Abell - a hustling

favorite with the MSU home crowd - added nine points •

•

Smooth Leonard Coulter, a 6-5 forward, led the attack agains t
ISU's Redbirds with 26 points and 18 rebounds.

•

18 points and 10 rebounds.

Eugene Lyons added

Also in double figures were Bill Dotson

with 15, Howard Wallen with 13 and Ken Noll with 12.
"Our people moved the ball well and did a fine job of keep-

•
•

ing Illinois State off the boards," Harrell said.
their defenses and outscrapped them on the floor."
(More)

"We penetrated

•
msu basketball 2222222

But the victory may prove costly •

•

Wallen, a 6-2 playmaker and the team's assist leader,
was injured late in the game and his right ankle was placed in a

•

cast late Monday night .
"We won't know for a few days , " Harrell said.

•

doctors think it may be just a bad sprain.

"Our

Howard is an outstanding

young basketball player and very, very important to us . "
Wallen, a former high school All-American, is averaging

•

13 . 4 points and six assists.

If he is sidelined, his guard spot

will go either to Abell or Noll, a 6-2 utility man who has been
playing forward •

•

First stop on the road trip is Saturday night at Murray
against Coach Cal Luther's Racers, a pre-season co-favorite for

•

the OVC title.

All-OVC forward Les Taylor is out with an injury but

Murray still has "a fine basketball team," according to Harrell.
The Eagles move to Clarksville, Tenn. for a Monday night

•

date with Austin Peay ' s Governors, called the league ' s "sleeper" by
Harrell.
"It's a rough way to open our conference schedule but

•

we're anxious to start," the third-year MSU mentor said .
Coulter continues to lead the Eagles in scoring and
rebounding with averages of 23.8 points and 15 rebounds.

Nationally,

the Eagles are 10th in team offense with 95.3 points per game .
MSU returns to home court action Saturday, Jan. 22, against

•

Western Kentucky.
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MOREHEAD, Ky.---First there were 13.

But now only 10.

That, simply, is the story of the Morehead State University
swim team and why Coach Bill Mack is concerned about manpower in his
10th season with the MSU tankmen .
The Eagles were expected to return 13 lettermen from last
year but three veterans gave up the sport this fall for various
reasons and Mack has had trouble coming up with replacements .
"We were figuring on a young team with several sophomores in
key positions but now we're even younger," he said.

"But we still

have a good nucleus and our incoming freshmen should help us as they
gain experience."
The Eagles are 2-0 in dual competition this season and dive
back into action next Wednesday at home against Centre .

The 6 p . m.

meet at Senff Natatorium will be the first encounter since a double
dual win over Louisville and St. Louis in mid-December.
Mack feels his team should be competitive in relays, diving
and distance events but probably vulnerable in sprints.
Individual standouts include sophomore Steve Milleson in the
individual medley, freestyle distance and relays, sophomore Ken

Watki n~

in the butterfly, breast stroke and relays, junior Mark Howard in
diving, sophomore Jack Abeln in the back stroke and medley relays and
senior Mark Lennon in individual medley .
Promising freshmen appear to be butterflyer Mike Gooch,
freestyler Rick Klunk and breast stroker Brent Lange.
Co-captains of the 1971-72 squad are junior freestylers
Bob Burke and Pat Hancock.
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MOREHEAD, Ky. --- Over 50 applications have been received
as Morehead State University goes about the business of naming a

•

new head football coach.
The athletic committee met Saturday and named a six-man com-

•

mittee to screen applicants and make recommendations to the athletic
committee.

Named to the committee were: Dr. Adron Doran, Dr. Roscoe

Playforth, Robert Laughlin, Jerry Gore, Dr. Ray Hornback, and Dr.

•

Gene Scholes.

Dr. Scholes will serve as chairman •

Dr. Playforth is chairman of the athletic committee, Laughlin
is athletic director and Gore is a student member of the athletic

•

committee.
Dr. Playforth said, "We are currently screening all appli-

•

cations very carefully and will begin interviews within the next
few days.

We hope to be in position to name a new head coach as

soon as possible."

•

Playforth said applications have been received from head
coaches at colleges and universities throughout the country, from
high school coaches, from among the current coaching staff, and

•

from assistant coaches in the Ohio Valley Conference, the Southeastern Conference, the Big Eight, the Missouri Valley Conference,

•

numerous independent colleges, and from among the professional ranks .
Jake Hallum, who had been head coach for four seasons, resigned last week to join the coaching staff at the University of

•

Maryland.
1-17-72
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MOREHEAD, Ky.---Morehead State University has announced the
signing of three additional football recruits .

•

Latest to join the Eagles are:
*Kenny Adams, Morehead, Ky., 5-11, 185, linebacker, Rowan
County High School.
*Bill Van Wagner, Plymouth, Ohio, 6-3, 210, defensive end,
Plymouth High School .

•

*Dan Shultz, Risingsun, Ohio, 6-0, 175, defensive back,
Lakota High School .

•
•
•

•
•

•
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(Special to The Morehead News)

75

~dout

linebacker

Kenny

Adams of Rowan County High School has signed a football letter-of-intent
to attend Morehead State University.

starter who also starred on offense, the new Eagle recruit is the son of
Mr. and Mrs. Duke Adams, 340 Barbour Court, Morehead.

l

MS-;!_ Assistant Coach Mike Gottfried described Adams

an outstanding defensive back with great speed, size and determination. 11

~e

17-year-old signee helped the RCHS Vikings of Coach Paul Ousley

compile a three-yeare record of 27-2-1 during his varsity
defensive performance during last fall's

C

103 tackles and assists and six pass interceptions.

---

career.~

unbeaten season included
Offensively, he rushed

.
for 748 yards in 115 carnes,.caught
38 passes for 587 yards and scored
11 touchdowns.

~ms

also is a regular onW. .•Rowan County's baseball squad.

study physical education at MSU.
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SPECIAL TO THE MOREHEAD NEWS

•

MOREHEAD, Ky.---Standout linebacker Kenny Adams of Rowan
county High School has signed a football letter-of-intent to

•

attend Morehead State University .
A 5-11, 185-pound, three-year starter who also starred on
offense, the new Eagle recruit is the son of Mr. and Mrs. Duke

•

Adams, 340 Barbour court, Morehead.
MSU Assistant Coach Mike Gottfried described Adams as

•

"potentially an outstanding defensive back with great speed, size
and determination."
The 17-year-old signee helped the RCHS Vikings of coach

•

Paul Ousley compile a three-year record of 27-2-1 during his
varsity career.
His defensive performance during last fall's unbeaten

•

season included 103 tackles and assists and six pass interceptions.
Offensively, he rushed for 748 yards in 115 carries, caught 38

•

passes for 587 yards and scored 11 touchdowns .
Adams also is a regular on Rowan County s baseball squad.
He plans to study physical education at MSU.

•
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MOREHEAD, Ky.---Morehead State University's young basketball
team goes back on the road this weekend in hopes of establishing
itself as a contender in the Ohio Valley Conference race.
Coach Bill Harrell's Eagles, now 7-6 overall and 2-2 in the
league, journey to Johnson City, Tenn. for a Saturday night date with
East Tennessee's Buccaneers, now 6-8 and 1-3.
"It' 11 be a tough row to hoe," Harrell said this week.

"East

Tennessee has one of the best home court records in the conference
and they had a good effort in Monday night's win over Murray."
MSU also made a comeback Monday night with a 64-63 win over
Middle Tennessee which broke a two-game losing streak.

Two nights

earlier, the Eagles missed seven critical free throws in the bonus
situation and dropped a 77-74 squeaker to Western Kentucky.
"We need a real strong game down there to reassure ourselves
that we can play championship baske tball in spite of our inexperience ,"
Harrell added.
The Eagles--starting four sophomores and a junior--have been
up and down through the first half of the season.
Harrell, who worried aloud in pre-season workouts that
inconsistency might be a problem this year, has seen his prophecy
upheld .
"We've had trouble figuring things out ourselves at times,"
he said .

"Young players look great some times and then suddenly look

like young players again."
(MORE )

•
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If the Eagles are to make a run for the

•

ovc

crown, rheli.

schedule requires a strong home showing in the next three weeks.
Following Saturday night's appearance at East Tennessee, they come

•

back to Morehead for a Monday night clash with Tennessee Tech, the
surprise team in the OVC.
The Tech date opens a five-game home series which involves

e

four conference schools.

Sandwiched in the middle is a road trip

to Toledo on Feb. 9.
Following Tech into Laughlin Fieldhouse are Eastern Kentucky
on Feb. 5, Indiana State on Feb . 7, Austin Peay on Feb . 12 and Murray
State on Feb . 14 .
"We feel we're very much a part of the race," Harrell said.
"These young men don't want to wait to be a contender next year and
the year after .

They want to make some noise as sophomores."

*

*

*

*

*

*

Leonard Coulter, a 6-5 sophomore forward, remains the team's
scoring and rebounding leader with averages of 22.4 points and 15 . 2
rebounds.

Eugene Lyons is second in scoring with 14.7 per game and

Ron Nicholson is the reboun d ing runnerup with 9.9 per outing .
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TO :

Spor~s

FROM:

Keith 1·, appes , Sports Informa tion Director, MSU

SUBJECT :

•

Editors & Sport s Directors

Vi· . .i.tors in Press Area

The steadL·.y increas ing n umb er of wor,~ ing press assigned to MSU
basketba,_l and footba ll game s has so ta xed our seating and work iL1g
spac e t~a t we no longer can accommodate. women and other visitors
in the i mmediate press are a .

•

•
e

However, al~ vi s itors (wives, gi rl fri e!1ds , etc. ) with MS U pres s
credentials ~~ill are very we lcome a nd are entitled ta gener a l
admission ~;e ats with our compliments . Th e only requirement is
that th ey ~ it in the grandstand and f in d their o wn seats .
Our previous policy of allowing vi 3 1tor~ in the working press ar c~s
did not c ause ~ny probl ems but we ran ou t of space and now nee d
thos ~ seats .

We appreciate your interest in Morehead State Unive rsity and hope
to continue ~o host you an d your associates at athl e ti c even ts on
the MSU campu •; .
Thanks fo r your .::ooperation.

e

•
•

P.S.

The new poJi cy is effec tive j mmediately •

•
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•

MOREHEAD, Ky.---Morehead State University's freshman basketball team heads into its second tournament of the season this weekend
and Coach Jack Black feels his cagers may have a good shot at the

e

title.
The Little Eagles, 6-3 on the season after Tuesday night's
70-68 loss at Transylvania, take on the Eastern Kentucky frosh Friday

•

•

at 7 p.m. in the opening game of the El Hasa Shrine Tournament at
Russell.

Marshall and Alice Lloyd meet in the nightcap .

Winners

and losers are paired Saturday night .
MSU's yearlings finished second earlier this season in the
FCA Tournament at Lawrenceburg with a first night win over the
Western Kentucky frosh and a loss to Louisville's highly-touted
freshmen in the championship game.
"We feel our young men have improved considerably since the
tournament," Black said.

"Our teamwork is stronger and we have more

confidence."
Former Breathitt County All-Stater Arch Johnson, a 6-5 .
forward, leads the Little Eagles in scoring with 26 per game and is
hitting 63 per cent of his field goal attempts.

Second in scoring

and tops in rebounding is 6-10 Mark Hudson of New Richmond, Ohio,
with averages of 22.7 points and 12.6 rebounds.
Also in double figure scoring are 6-2 Glenn Turner of McDowell
and 6-1 James Washington of Frankfort, two more former All-Staters.
Turner is averaging 13.6 and Washington is getting 12.5.

Gene Frye,

a 6-5 guard-forward from Luray, Va., is scoring 9.6 points per game
and retrieving 12.5 rebounds .

# 1111111111 #
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SPECIAL TO THE MOREHEAD NEWS

•

MOREHEAD, Ky.---Morehead State University's young Eagles hope
to get back on the winning track Saturday when they host Western

•

Kentuck~

in an Ohio Valley Conference game .
Bill Harrell's Eagles split two OVC games on the road, defeating
Murray 81-65 last Saturday and losing to Austin Peay 113-104 Monday.

e

MSU and five other teams including Western are tied for second place
in the OVC race with 1-1 records.
MSU led all the way and by as many as 18 points as the Eagles
beat cal Luther's Racers on their home floor.

Bill Dotson, a 6-4 guard

from London, directed the Eagles' attack, scoring 24 points.
Forward Leonard Coulter scored 20 points and grabbed a gamehigh 14 rebounds.

Forward Eugene Lyons added 12 points.

High man for

Murray was guard Ron Williams with 16.
MSU held a 62-45 halftime lead Monday at Austin Peay but a cold
streak in the second half cost the Eagles the win.

A Coulter free throw

with 7:09 remaining in the game gave MSU its last lead at 92-91.
The Eagles then went 5 minutes and 26 seconds without scoring
as Austin Peay scored 15 points to take a 106-92 lead.
minute remaining, Harrell emptied his bench.
(MORE)

With about a

•
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•

Coulter led MSU with 22 points and 6-8 junior center Ron
Nicholson scored 21.

•

Other Eagles in double figures were Lyons with

16, Howard Wallen with 11 and substitutes Ken Noll and Bubba Abell
with 10 each.
The loss ended MSU's three-game winning streak and gave the

•

Eagles a 6-5 overall record.
Middle Tennessee, leading the conference with a 2-0 mark,

•

visits Monday.

MSU's freshmen play Somerset community college in

a preliminary contest at 5:30 p.m.
11111111111111
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MOREHEAD, Ky.---Names of Morehead State University's first

•

three football recruits of 1972 have been released .
The signees are:
*Mike Thomas, Horse cave, Ky., 6-2, 210, offensive tackle,
caverna High School.
*Mike Jones, Mansfield, Ohio, 5-11, 185, defensive back,
Mansfield Malabar High School.
*Matt Caputo, Toledo, Ohio, 6-3, 215, defensive end,
Toledo Whitmer High School.
II 1111 II II##
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MOREHEAD , Ky.---College wrestling becomes a family affair
Saturday when Morehead State travels to Richmond for an afternoon

•

match with Eastern Kentucky.
MSU's Dave Bostelman, a senior from Dayton, Ohio, will be

•

pitted against EKU's Ken Bostelman, his younger brother, in the
190-pound class.
The older Bostelman has a 3-0 personal mark this season and

•

says he is looking forward to wrestling his brother.

Ken, a fresh-

man, has yet to win but his brother considers him a good prospect.
"Ken has the potential to become an outstanding college

•

wrestler," says Dave.

"But he's had tough luck this year and things

aren't going to improve this Saturday."

•

Both of the Bostelmans were standout wrestlers at Dayton
Wayne High School.

They are the sons of Mr. and Mrs. Ervin

Bostelman, 5019 Renard Drive, Dayton .

•

"He'll be wearing a maroon uniform and that will make it
hard to remember he's my brother," said Dave.

•

again when it's over."
Coach Dan Walker's Eagles take a 1-2 dual record into the
EKU match .

•

They whipped Morris Harvey, 49-6, and lost to West

Liberty, 23-20, and Marshall, 27-11 .
Walker is encouraged despite the losses because of his youth
movement.

•

"But we'll be friends

Seven of the 10 MSU entries are freshmen and all have

made what he describes as "very respectable" showings .1111111111
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MOREHEAD, Ky. --- Morehead State University has announced
the signing of 10 football recruits for the 1972 season.
The future Eagles are:
Kenny Adams, Morehead, Ky., 5-11, 185, linebacker, Rowan
County High School.
Bill Van Wagner, Plymouth, Ohio, 6-3, 210, defensive end,
Plymouth High School.
Dan Shultz, Risingsun, Ohio, 6-0, 175, defensive back,
Lakota High School.
Mike Thomas, Horse Cave, Ky., 6-2, 210, offensive tackle,
Caverna High School.
Mike Jones, Mansfield, Ohio, 5-11, 185, defensive back,
Mansfield Malabar High School.
Matt Caputo, Toledo, Ohio, 6-3, 215, defensive end, Toledo
Whitmer High School.
Dennis Patrick, Williamsburg, Ky., 6-0, 190, linebacker,
Tennessee Military Institute.
Mike Novak, Crestline, Ohio, 6-3, 220 linebacker, Crestline
High School.
Scott Copeland, Shelby, Ohio, 6-2, 185, defensive back,
Shelby Senior High School.
Dave Burnison, Wooster, Ohio, 6-0, 195, running back,
Triway High School.

#####
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•
MOREHEAD , Ky.---Four more football recruits have been
announced by Morehead State University .

•

The newest future Eagles are:
*Dennis Patrick, Williamsburg, KY., 6-0, 190, linebacker ,

•

Tennessee Military Institute .
*Mike Novak, Crestline, Ohio, 6-3, 220, linebacker, Crestline
High School .
*Scott Copeland, Shelby, Ohio, 6-2, 185, defensive back,
Shelby Senior High School .
*Dave Burnison, Wooster, Ohio, 6-0, 195, running back, Triway
High School .
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MOREHEAD, Ky.---Disappointment has turned to determination as
Morehead State's basketball squad prepares for Saturday ni ght's
invasion by Western Kentucky.
Coach Bill Harrell's young Eagles are 6-5 overall and 1-1 in
the Ohio Valley Conference following last weekend's road trip which
produced an 81-65 win over Murray State and a 113-104 loss to Austin
Peay.
"We had a fine effort at Murray and for the first half against
Austin Peay but our young men didn't do much right in the final 20
minutes," Harrell said.
The APSU Governors overcame a 15-point halftime deficit to
snap MSU's three-game winning streak and knock the Eagles out of a
potential first place tie with Middle Tennessee.
"That game is behind us and we hope to learn from our
mistakes," the third-year Eagle mentor added.

"Most people in our

league think a split on that trip is a great showing."
Sophomore forward Leonard Coulter, one of four varsity rookies
in MSU ' s starting lineup, maintained his position as the OVC's l eading
rebounder with an average of 15 per game.

He has moved into second

place in scoring with a per game mark of 23 . 3.
In team statistics, the Eagles lead the league in offense,
rebounding and free throw shooting.

Their offensive average of 94 .8

points is among the 10 best in the country .
(MORE)

•

,
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Harrell said he was pleased with the scoring balance on his

•

first unit.

Behind Coulter are Eugene Lyons, 15.0: Howard Wallen,

12 . 6: Ron Nicholson, 11.3: and Bill Dotson, 11.0.

The key reserves

are Ken Noll, 9.0, and Bubba Abell, 6.4 .

•

Attracting special mention was Ntcholson for his defensive
play on the road trip .

•

The slender 6-8 junior blocked three shots at

MUrray and six at Austin Peay .
Defending OVC champ western Kentucky brings 6-6 and 1-1
records to Laughlin Fieldhouse for Saturday's 7:30 p.m. clash.

e

However, the Hilltoppers are better than their record indicates,
according to Harrell.
"They played a tough pre-conference schedule and I'm sure

•

they'll give us a battle as usual," he added.
Senior forward Jerry ounn leads WKU in scoring and rebounding

•

with averages of 20 points and 10.9 rebounds •
Middle Tennessee travels to Morehead ~1nday night .

The Blue

Raiders currently are enjoying the top spot in the league with a

e

season record of 7-2 and an OVC record of 2-0.
"We hope to get things rolling again this weekend," Harrell
said .

•

"Four of our next five conference games are at home and this

could very well be our chance to get into the thick of the race."
MSU's freshmen, 5-2 after Wenesday's 102-89 win over the

•

Marshall yearlings, are i dle until Monday when they meet Somerse t
community college in the 5:30 p.m. preliminary.
111111111111 ##
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MOREHEAD, Ky.---Winter sports will be in high gear this

•

weekend for Morehead State University with four teams in action.
Coach Bill Harrell's varsity basketball squad takes its 7-6

•

record to Johnson city, Tenn. for a Saturday night date with East
Tennessee.

They return to Laughlin Fieldhouse to host Tennessee

Tech on Monday.

•

Coach Jack Black's basketball freshmen appear Friday and
Saturday in the El Hasa Shrine Tournament in Russell .

•

Eastern

Kentucky is the Friday opponent at 7 p.m. for the Little Eagles who
have a 6-3 season mark.
Coach Dan Walker ' s wrestling Eagles journey to Dayton, Ohio,

•

for a quadrangular meet Saturday with Dayton, Cedarville and Eastern
Kentucky.

The MSU matmen have a 1-3 record.

Coach Bill Mack's undefeated Eagle swimmers are on the
•

road Friday at Morris Harvey and then home Saturday at 2 p.m. against
Marshall.

•

competition .

#######
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The MSU tankmen have won four straight meets in dual
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MOREHEAD, Ky.---Chicago CUbs lefthander Steve Hamilton
probably has the most unusual spring training reporting date in the
major leagues.
Hamilton, a Morehead State University faculty member in
the off-season, recently signed for his 11th year in the majors .
The lanky southpaw originally was scheduled to report
to Scotsdale, Ariz. on Feb. 22 but the 'Cub:.,management gave him
permission to wait until after the stork arrives in Morehead.
Mrs. Hamilton is expecting the couple's fourth child
about Feb. 28.
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R USSE LL, K y . --- A s pirite d r a lly on Friday nig ht and a s trong second
.h alf on Satu 1"day n igh t. c arried ihe Morehead State Unive r s ity fr es hm an basketba ll
squad t o the chami)ions hip of l as t weekend ' s El Ha sa Shrine Tourna m e nt.
The Little E agl es , n ow 8 - 3 on the year , defeated Eastern Kentucky ' s
fro sh F ri da y , 87- 80, a nd dro ppe d Alice Lloyd in Saturday's title tilt, 105- 93.
Arch John s on, a 6 -5 s h a rp s hooter from Breathitt County, paced MSU
with 34 p oints in the final game a n d had 23 in the fi rs t round.

He a l so c a me

up with 20 rebounds in two night s .
J oh nson, Gle nn Turn er and Gene Frye were named to the a ll-tournament
team.
Frye , a 6-5 forwar d fromLuray, V a ., scored 3 0 points in the t our~ey
and Turner, a 6-2 gu a rd from M c Dowell, adde d 29 .
Ma r k Hudson, the ttalle s t MSU cage r at 6 -1 O,

h ad 14 points and 1 3

r e bound s against E a ste r n and 20 po ints and 12 r e bounds against Alice Lloyd.
C oac h J ack Blac k said h e was pleased w ith the tournament championship
but added that his year lings did not pl ay

" a~

good as their potential." "We

had a l ot of ragged edg es a nd our p l aye r s know it,
had great courage and made two fine com ebacks .

11

h e said.

"Howeve r, they

11

The win ove r Eas tern came mainly on t he s tr e n gth of a l ate s urge
triggered by Larry Brovm, a 6-1 guar d fr om Hazel Green,

He scored six p o ints

during MS U' s 12 strai ght outburst w hich carried the Littl e Eagles from an e i ght -poi
d eficit to a four -point l e ad in the s pa.cc of thr e e minutes .
A big factor .in the champion s hip gam e wa s the p l aymaking of 6 -1 guard
J ame s Wa s hing ton of Fr a nkfort .

He r ecord ed nine ass i st s , the team high for the ye

/I ff 11 /tlf#lf
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Special to Morehead News

MOREHEAD, Ky . - -- Sparked by Leonard Coulter's 42 points and 15
•

rebounds, Morehead State University raced to a 28- point lead and then
coasted to a 101-90 Ohio Valley Conference basketball victory over

•

Tennessee Tech here Monday .
Th e 6 - 5 Danville sophomore h it on 18 of 24 fie l d goa l attempts
and six of seven free shots.

•

He hit 13 straight field goals in one

stretch •
Morehead State led throughout the game and h i t more than 61 per
cent of its shots in building a 46 - 27 halftime advantage .

•

24 points at intermission .

Bi l l Harrell's Eagles led by 28 at 67 - 39 with 13 : 46 remaining in
the game .

•

When he removed his starters with 2 : 56 remaining, the lead

was 18 at 92 - 74 .
Guard Bill Dotson aided the Eagles' cause with 18 points and
forward Euge n e Lyons had 16.

•

Coulter had

Center Ron Nicholson added 12 points and

14 rebounds and blocked six shots.

Wayne Pack and Rich Stone led

Tennessee Tech with 21 points each.
MSU outrebounded Connie Inrnan's Golden Eagles 48-42 and outshot

•

them 53.5 per cent to 48 . 7 per cent .
The victory evened Morehead State's conference record at 3-3 and
raised the overall slate to 8-7.

•

Tech's mark slipped to 3-3 in the OVC

and 8-6 on the year .
Two nights ear l ier, the Eagles lost 83-81 on a last second jump
shot at East Tennessee.
Coulter was high for MSU with 24 . Lyons , who sat out 10 minutes

•

of the first half with foul trouble, added 21 .
Coulter's latest scoring efforts have raised his average to 23 . 8
points a game .

•

His rebound average of 15 per game is tops in the OVC and

eighth best in the nation .
(MORE)

tenn. tech rnsu basketball game rnonday night 2222222

MSU has now equaled last season's total wins.

The 1970-71

Eagles finished with a 8-17 overall record.
MSU hosts OVC co-leader Eastern Kentucky Saturday, and
Indiana State will visit Monday night.

111111111111
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MOREHEAD, Ky.---The unpredictable Ohio Valley Conference
basketball race resumes t h is weekend and Morehead State University
Head Coach Bill Harrell would like to add to the confusion with a
win over league leader Eastern Kentucky.
MSU entertains the powerful Colonels Saturday at 7:30 p.m.
in what appears will be a sellout at Laughlin Fieldhouse.

A few seats

were available at mid-week but ticket officials expected all to be
sold by Friday .
Coach Guy Strong's veteran cagers were the pre-season favorite
for the OVC crown and presently share first place with Western
Kentucky.

Both are 4-2 in the loop.

Eastern has a 9-6 mark on the year and is coming off an upset
loss to East Tennessee at home, 66-64.

Morehead State, 8-7 overall

and 3-3 in the conference, raced to a 101-90 triumph over Tennessee
Tech on M:>nday night.
"Eastern has everything it takes to have a good basketball
team-speed, size, experience and great shooting,
11

11

said MSU's Harrel l .

We'll need an excellent effort to stay in the game."
Harrell said he was "very, very pleased" with the Monday

night win and particularly the play of sophomore Leonard Coulter wh o
produced 42 points and 15 rebounds.

The muscular forward hit on 18

of 24 field goal attempts, including a record 13 straight in one
stretch.
(MORE)

,• '

·. msu basketball 2222222

His point output moved him into sixth place on MSU's all-time
single game scoring list, ahead of Sonny Allen who scored 41 in 1950
and Granny Williams who equaled it in 1961.

MSU's single game record

is 52, set by Harold Sergent in 1965.
"Coulter and the rest of our people are doing a much better
job of moving on offense and it's been paying off," Harrell added.
"We're hoping for another strong performance from all of them.

We

can't make the old mistakes and expect to win."
The Eagles are at home again Monday night with Indiana State
providing the opposition.

I-State came out on top, 95-89, in last

month's meeting at Terre Haute .

"They have lots of experience and

talent," Harrell says of the Sycamores.
MSU's freshmen, now 8-4, are on the road Friday night against
Alice Lloyd and then meet Prestonsburg Community College in Saturday's
5:30 p . m. preliminary to the Eastern game.

*

*

* * * * *

*

Coach Harrell announced this week that Mark Wenning, a 6-7
sophomore forward from

Greensburg ~

Ind., would not be able to return

to the squad this season.
Wenning underwent a knee operation during pre-season drills
and has been advised not to resume basketball until next year.
111111 II 11111111
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For Release ~fter 12:30 p.m . Tr.ursday , Feb . 3

MOREHEAD , Ky. --- Roy M. Te rry Thursday was named head
foo tball coach at Morehead St ate University .
MSU President Adron Doran announced the appointment a t a
noo n press conferen ce, cal l ing the 30- year - old Terry, a forme r
a ssi s tant at the Uni v ers i ty of Lou isvil l e, as "an o u ts t anding young
man with a fine foo t bal l backgrou nd and excel lent pers?nal quali fic a t ions . "
Dr. Doran a l so revealed that Vince Semary , another U of L
assistant, has been name d an assistant on Terry's new staff.
Terry, a former standout quart e rback at Western Maryland,
comes to the MSU job after five years in college coaching and four
y ears in t h e high school ranks.

He spent three years a t Louisville

and two at Col orado State.
"This is a tremendous honor and I' m t h rilled with the
opportunity to co?ch at Mo rehead St ate Uni versity , " the new head
coach told th e sports writers and broadcast e rs.

"There are great

faciliti es and good personnel here and I'm very optimistic about
t he futur e of our program."
Terry, who assumes his duties immediately, succeeds John
J.

(Jake) Hallum who resigned last month to become an assistant at

the Unive rsity of Maryland.
Se ma ry, 31, has b een on the U of L staff for two years. He
formerly served as h ead coach at Louisvi ll e Male High Sch oo l and
as a n a ssi s t ant at Louisvi l le Flaget and Louisville Trinity.

The

new MSU assistant played at Kentucky .
Preside nt Doran said both new coaches were recommended
unanimously by a six-member search committee and then approved by
the same vote by th e unive rsity ' s athletic commi ttee.

He di sclosed

t h at more than 80 persons applied for the head coach ' s position.
Or . Doran ma<le special mention of

Jer~y

Gore , Maysvil le

graduate student and ·a member of both committees , noting that few
~: choo l s

i nvo lve students in such "major" d e cisions .
(More)

new

ma~

coaches 2222222
Morehead State's new head coach is married to his high school

and college sweethe art, the former Helen Holmes of Oxon Hill·, Md.
They have two children.
His hiJh school experience included two years as an assistant
at Baltimore Ci ty College High and two years as an assistant at
Riverview High i n Sarasota, Fla.

He was a graduate assistant at

Colorado State and coached the receivers.
Terry's jobs at the u of L included head freshman coach,
varsity linebacker coach and defensive backfield coach.

His secondary

unit ranked fifth in the nation in pass defense last fall.
The new head coach is active in the Fellowship of Christian
Athletes and is a Methodist .

His father, Maj. Gen. Roy M. Terry

Jr., is chief of chaplains f or the U.S. Air Force.
Semary is a Cleveland, Ohio, native and a graduate of
Cleveland West Tech High and UK . . In addition to footba ll , ha also
served as head wrestl~ng coach at Flaget and Trinity.

His college

experience includes a year as h ead freshman coach at U of L and a
year as linebacker coach .

He spent six years i n high school coaching .

Semary, who will complete his master's degree at MSU, is
married to the fo rme r Susan Bryant of Louisville.

They have two

children .
The new assistant won the Sam Huey Award at UK as the football
player with the highe st academic standing in 1963.
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MOREHEAD Q Ky.---John Stacy, a 6-8 center from Jackson, has

•

quit the Morehead State University basketball team.
A former All-Stater at Breathitt County, Stacy appeared .only

•

briefly in 10 games this season, averaging 2.4 points and 1.2 rebounds •
He was a member of last year's undefeated freshman team.
"We wish John the best of luck i11 his future endeavors,"

•

said MSU Head Basketball coach Bill Harrell.
11111/11111111
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MOREHEAD , Ky.---Roy M. Terry has been named head football coach
at Morehead State University .
MSU President Adron Doran described the 30-year.-old Terry , a former
assistant at the University of Louisville, as "an outstanding young man
with a fine football background and exce llent personal qualifications . "

Dr. Doran also revealed that Vince Semary, another U of L assistant ,
h as been named an assistant on Terry's new staff .
Terry, a former standout quarterback at Western Maryland, comes
to the MSU job after five years in college coaching and four years in the
high school ranks.

He spent three years at LOuisville and two at Colorado

State.
"This is a tr emendous hono.!r' and I'm thrilled with the opportunity
to coach at Morehead State University ," the new head coach said.

"The re

are great faci lities and good personnel here and I'm very optimistic about
the future of our program ."
Terry, who assumes his duties immediately , succeeds John J.

(Jake)

Hallum who resigned last month to become an assistant at the University of
Maryland.
Semary, 31, has been on the U of L· staff for two years.
served as head coach at

Louisvill~

Male High School and as an assistant

at Louisville Flaget and Louisville Trinity.
playe d at Kentucky .
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MOREHEAD , Ky . ---Roy M. Terry has been named head football coach
at Morehead State University.
MSU Pr esident Adron Doran d e scribed the 30- year-old Terry , a forme r
a ssistant at the University of Louisville , as "an outstanding young man
with a fine football background and excellent p e rsonal qualifications ."
Dr . Doran also revealed that Vince $emary , another U of L assistant,
. h as been named an assistant on Terry's n ew staff.
Terry , a former standout quarterback at Wes t ern Marylan d, comes
to the MSU job after five years in college coaching and four years in the
h igh school ranks .

He spent three years at Louisville and two at Colorado

State.
"This is a tremendous honor and I ' m thrilled with the opportunity
to coach at Morehead State University ," the new head coach said .

"There

are great facilities and good personne l here and I'm very optimistic about
the future of our program. "
Terry, who assumes his duties immediately , succeeds John J.

(Jake )

Hallum who resigned last month to become an assistant at the University of
Maryland .
Semary, 31 , has been on the U of L staff for two years .

He formerl

served as head coach at Lou isville Male High School and as an assistant
at Louisville Flaget and Louisville Trinity.
played at Kentuck y .
11 1/ 11 11111111
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MOREHEAD, Ky.---Morehead State University's freshman :
b asketball team upped its record to 10-4 with two victories last
weekend.
Forward Arch Johnson of Breathitt county poured in 33 points
and grabbed 15 rebounds as the Little Eagles defeated Alice Lloyd
College 90-81 Friday at Hindman.
Playing only half the game, Johnson scored 20 points in a
115-78 romp over Prestonsburg Community College here Saturday.

Center

Mark Hudson of New Richmond, Ohio, scored 19 points and substitute
guard Tony Gullion of Waverly, Ohio, added 18.
The starters played only about half of the game against
? restonsburg as all 11 MSU players scored.
Five Li ttle Eagles are averaging in double figures , led by
Johnson's 25 . 8 average.

Hudson is scoring 20.4 points per game and

leading in rebounding with a 11.5 average.
Glenn Turner of McDowell is averaging 12.6 points; James
Washington of Frankfort, 11 .7, and Eugene Frye of Luray, Va., 10 . 1 .
Coach Jack Black's yearlings are idle until next Monday when
chey host Sue Bennett Junior College in the 5:30 p.m. preliminary to
the Morehead State - Murray State contest.

#######
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MOREHEAD, Ky. ---Morehead State
Sec•"' ~Q/'f
no
defic
iana State 87-7~ in a

overcam a seven- point
onference
~-~~Ay ,..;fht/
asketball ..... game her~

l teonard Coulter pumped in 26 points and Howard Wallen 23 as the Eagles
revenged an earlier loss to the taller Sycamores .
\ Indiana State held a 39-38 halftime lead and led ~ 51- 44 with 15:31
remaining in the game .
wit h 11 :50 left

But the Eagles bounced back to tie

cs·--·-==--

Pt ?~\ (

574 '

Q.

l with Wallen scoring ni ne points and Coulter eight, Morehead State stretched
its lead to 80- 71 with 2 :20 left .

Indiana State never got closer than six points

within t he last three minutes .

~reh_;ad

State hit on 34 of 66 field goal attempts for a 51 . 5 percent age ,

while the Sycamores connected on only 29 of 71 shots for 40. 8 per cent .
,,,

o

I

5

a-•

' f Bill Harrell ' s Eagles held a s l im 42- 41 rebounding margin.

Coulter's 14

rebounds were high iror the game, and 6- 8 Ron Nicholson gr abbed 11.
~

eac"'/

'.J.
i.vr · ~

( Larry Sample ,~ 6- 10 center, and guard Dan Bush were high for I;ic{iana Stat E
Rick Peckinpaugh added 14 points and 10 r ebounds .

~The victory was

M3U's third strai ght and

Indiana State suffered its fifth consecutive

~ad State
Wednesday.

pus~~l:~~i~o;:::,.to

defeat ,~ts

co- leader

Indiana

#1#1#

10-7 ove r all .

record at 9- 9.

Toledo'\'t";.1:1~ ~
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SPEC IAL TO THE MOREHEAD NEWS

MOREHE~D 0

Ky.---Presh from a thr ee-game winning streak , Morehead

Sta te University ' s Eagles Wednesday challenged Mid-American Conference
co- l eader Toledo in a nonconfer e nce bask etba ll game on the ro ad .
By d efeating Oh io Valley Conference rival Eastern Kentucky Saturday
and nonconfer ence foe Indiana State Monday , MSU upped its record to 10- 7 ,
t wo win s better than l ast season .
Howard Wallen , a 6 -2 sophomore guard from Willi amsport , calmly ·
sank two t echnical fre e throws with 27 seconds remaining to defeat Eastern
94- 93 Saturday .

The victory gave MSU a 4-3 conference record and a four -

way tie for the OVC l ead.
The Eagles had fought to overtake a 91- 83 Eastern lead wi t h 3 : 03
r emaining in th e game .

Bubba Abell hit two straight and Leonard Coulter

hit a rebound goal and converted a three-point p l ay with 46 seconds to
make it 91-90 .
Eas t ern scored to l ead 93-90 , but Wallen came back with an e ightfoot jumper , making the score 93-92 .

Easte rn ' s George Bryant objected to

t h e call of t raveling against him and s l ammed the basketball hard aga inst
the floor.
The r eferee ca l led a technica l foul agains t Bryant and another
on Eastcrn ' s obj ec ting bench .

Wallen hit both free shots , a n d MSU gained

possession with 27 seconds to go .

Coulter missed a free throw with five

seconds l ef t and Eastern r e bounded , but Bryant's despera tion shot was off .
(MORE)
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Bill Dotson , a 6-'1 guard from London, was high-point man for
MSU with 26 points, while Wallen added 24 and Coulter 18.
Coulter, a 6-5 forward from Danville , pumped in 26 and Wallen
23 Monday as the Eagles re venged an ea rlier loss to Indiana State by
defeating the taller Sycamores 87-79.
Bill Harrell's Eagles overcame a seve n-point defici t in the
second half to tie at 57 with 11:50 left.

Led by Wall en and Coulter,

MSU stretched its lead to 80-71 with 2:20 remaining.
Morehead State hit on 34 of 66 field goa l attemp ts for a 51 . 5
percentage , whil e the Sycamores conne cted on only 29 of 71 for 40 . 8
per cent .
The Eagles held a slim 42-41 rebounding margin, led by Coulter's
1 4 grabs.

Center Ron Nicholson grabbed 11 rebounds and blocked seven

shots .
The loss was Indian a State ' s fifth straight and balanced its
record at 9-9 .
Morehead State hosts Austin Peay in an OVC contest Saturday
at 7:30 p .m., and Murray State is h ere Monday .

flflflllllHll
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•

MORE!IEAD, Ky.---Morebead State's baske tball sophomores came
home Thureday with their winning stre ak broken but their Ohio Vallex

•

Conference title hopes very much alive.
Coach Bill Harrell's Eagles dropped a 105-88 decision to

•

Toledo Wednesday night, snapping a three-game win skein and dropping
their season record to 10-8.
MSU--tied wtih four other schools for first place in the

ovc--

returns to the helter-skelter race this weekend at home against
Austin Peay and Murray State.
The loss to Toledo's Rockets--co-leaders of the Mid-American
Conference--gave MSU a 1-1 split in non-league games during the week .
TWo nights earlier, the

sophomor~studded

Eagles whipped Indiana

State, 87-79.
"We had foul troubles most of the night and didn't play well
generally," Harrell said of the Toledo game.

"They have a fine club

and we helped them with too many mistakes . "
The third-year Eagle mentor is hopeful hie

cag~~s

will be

r e ste d and ready for· 'the weekend.
"Three games in five days is very tiring and our young men
need time to rest and to concentrate on the upcoming

ovc

games .

These next two are very crucial."
With 18 games already played, the Eagles have seven more in
the regular season and all are in the conference.
are 4-3 in the loop.

(I-DRE)

At present, they

msu

bl!\c; 1 .~f .ball

2222222

Justin Peay, the Saturday night foe, has been in a tailspin
since Uptmding MSU last month in Clarksville, Tenn., 113-104.

Murray

State will be Eeeking revenge for the 81-65 loss to the Eagles in
M'llrray four · eal . . s ago.

•

"Auf t :.n Peay is a better team than they've shown recently, "
Harrell added.

''We'll have our hands full all night."

Harrell characterized MUrray's Racers as ua different team"
since the return of All-OVC forward Les Taylor.

The 6-3 junior

missed the first MSU-MSU matchup because of a broken hand.
"It will take a great effort to take MUrray," Harrell said.
"Neither of us can afford to lose."
University Breckinridge meets McDowell in the 5 p.m. preliminary Saturday night .

The MSU freshmen play Sue Bennett at 5:30 p.m.

in Monday's first game.

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

Leonard Coulter was shackled with fouls most of the night at
Toledo and produced only 14 points and 10 rebounds.

However, the 6-5

sophomore remains MSU's scoring and rebounding leader with averages
of 23 points and 14.6 rebounds.
Howard Wallen, who led the offense at Toledo with 24 points,
has moved into second place in the pointmaking department with 14.6
per game. Slipping to third place was fellow soph Eugene Lyons at 14. 3.•
Other starters and averages are Bill Dotson, 12.2, and Ron
Nicholson, 10.4.
Nicholson, who blocked nine shots against Toledo, is second in
rebounding with 10.8. Coulter is the top field goal shooter, hitting
51.3 per cent.

Dotson is tops on the free throw line, connecting on

73.2 per cent of his charity tosses.
2-10-72

Wallen has 110 assists, an average of more than six a game.
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(Special to the Palm Beach Post-Times )
MOREHEAD , Ky .---Ron Nicholson, the 6-8 center on the Morehead

•

State University basketball team , is getting a reputation aroun d the
Ohio Valley conference as a vo lleyb a ll artist.
The junior college transfe r from West Palm Beach blocked nine

e

shots Wednesday night as the Eagles dropped a 105-88 decision to Toledo ,
c o -leader of the Mid-American Conference.'
The block s brought Ron ' s season total to 75 in 17 games for an

•

average of more than four a game.

Also , the former standout at Roosevelt

High School is averaging 10.8 rebounds and lp.4 points .
The slender Floridian has become a favorite with the MSU home
crowd as he bats the enemy's shots all over the court and frequently
into the stands .
"He looks like a volleyball player out the re most of the time ,
said one opposing coach .

11

"He lurks around the foul lane until the ball

is in the air and then goes after it with those fly swatter arms .

11

MSU Head Coach Bill Harrell, who recruit ed Nicholson l ast year
out of Semino l e Junior College at Sanford , Fla. , grins broadly when the
big center ' s defensive skills are discussed .
"His timing has . improved about 300 per cent this season and he
really enjoys disappoin ting those shooters ," Harrell said .
to have someone like Ron to intimidate the opposition.

" It ' s nice

Some players

are so gun-shy around him that they seem to throw it straight up and
duck at the same time ."
(MORE )

.

>

•
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Nichol s on is th e "oldtime r " o n MSU ' s s t art ing fi v e .
junior and h i s fou r t eammates a l l a re s o phomore s .

He is a

At pres e nt, the

young Eag l es h ave a 10-8 reco r d and a r e tied f or fir st p lac e in the
rugged Ohio Valley Conference .
"I came to Ken tucky to play basketball b e c ause o f all of t he
young talent on this t eam , " Ron sa i d.

"We ' re improving each game a nd

h ave the potentia l to b e a big winner . "
Ron h as . a s imp l e objec t ive in his b aske tball ca r eer

a t MSU .

He want s t o b lo ck sho ts i n the NCAA tournament .

llllllllHHll
2- 1 0 -7 2
(Ron i s t he son o f Mr . and Mrs . Wi l l i am
S t . , Wes t Pa lm Beach , Fla. )
I

Ni chol son ~

7 34 1 9th
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MOREHEAD, Ky. --- Morehead State University has signed 16
football recruits for 1972, Head Coach Roy Terry announced today

•

as he released names of the seven four latest signees •
Added to the MSU fold were:
Brad Abrams, Frankfort, Ky., 5-11, 230, linebacker, Franklin

•

County High School.
Bruce Reynolds, Berea, Ky., 6-1, 175, linebacker, Madison

•

Central High School •
Larry Robinson, Elyria, Ohio, 6-3, 190, linebacker, Elyria
High School.

•

Bill Magnuson, Norwalk, Ohio, 6-1, 175, defensive back ,
Norwalk St. Paul.
Larry Thomas, Louisville, Ky., 5-11, 185, defensive back,

•

Thomas Jefferson High School •
Dan Scarbrough, Elyria, Ohio, 6-1, 195, defensive back,
Elyria High School •

•

Keith Young, Toledo, Ohio, 6-2, 260, offensive tackle,
St. Francis DeSales High School •

•
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MOREHEAD, Ky.---Morehead State University Head
~oy

F0('1t-h~ll.

Coach

Terry has announced the signing of three more recruits for the

1972 season.
The future Eagles are:
Larry Thomas, Louisville, Ky., 5-11, 185, defensive back,
Thomas Jefferson High School.
Dan Scarbrough, Elyria, Ohio, 6-1, 195, defensive back,
Elyria High School .
Keith Young, Toledo, Ohio, 6-2, 260, offensive tackle, St.
Francis DeSales High School.

#######
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MOREHEAD, Ky. --- The Kentucky AAU Judo Championships will
be held Saturday at Morehead State University.
Eliminations start at 10:30 a.m. in MSU's Laughlin Health
Building and are open to the public.
The top three qualifiers in each of six weight divisions
will advance to the national tournament in April at Temple
University, Philadelphia, Pa.
Bill Rosenberg, a member of the MSU faculty, is Kentucky
AAU judo chairman.

#WI=##
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IDREIIEAD STATE UNIVERSITY

MOREHEAD, KENTUCKY 40351

MOREHEAD, Ky.---Morehead State University has signed 16
football recruits for 1972, Head coach Roy Terry announced today as he
released names of the four latest signees.
Added to the MSU fold were:
Brad Abrams, Frankfort, Ky., 5-11, 230, linebacker, Franklin
County High School.
Bruce Reynolds, Berea, Ky., 6-1, 175 linebacker, Madison
Central High School.
Larry Robinson, Elyria, Ohio, 6-3, 190, linebacker, Elyria High
School.
Bill Magnuson, Norwalk, Ohio, 6-1, 175, defensive back, Norwalk
St. Paul.

#####
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(S PECIAL TO THE MOREHEAD NEWS )

MOREHEAD 0 Ky.---More h ea d State ' s sophomores staved off a l ate
Murra y State ral ly Monday night

and h e ld on fo r an 8 9-80 Oh io Va lley

Confe r ence baske t ball victory .
The win prese rved th e Eagles ' first place three - way t ie in the
OVC and l eft them with a 1 2- 8 r e cord on the year ahd 6 - 3 co.nfe rence
mark.
Leonard Coulter paced the Eagles with 24 points and 15 rebounds.
Howard Wall c.m adde d 23 po ints , including 21 in the first ha lf , and
Eugene Lyons scored 22.
Mo r('head State l e d 55-4 2 •a t h alftime and stretched the margin to
22 midway tl1ough the last h alf.

Murray ralli ed for 11 straight points

and cut tlw le: ad to 10 with Gight minutes to play .
pulled two

ro:.1"' t.s

Th e Racers later

closer before Coul ter sparked a flurry which put the

game out of d<nger in the f in a l four minutes .
Bill Har rell's Eagles defeated Austin Peay 100-97 here Saturday
as Wall e n sco1::ed 30 points , including MSU' s last seven , and Coulter adde d
24.
MSU h e l d a slim 53 - 49 halftime l ead and u p ped its margin to 63-53
with 17: 25 r ema ining .
clock .

'I'he Governors ti e d it at 83 all with 7:37 on the

A 10-foot jumper by Coulte r put the Eag l es ahead to stay at 9 1-89

wi th t h ree and a h a lf minutes to g o.
(MORE )

msu basketball 22222 22

In addition to his 30 points, Wallen had 12 assists.

Ron

Nicholson grabbe d 16 r ebounds and blocked a record 12 shots.
The Eagles, who play four of their remaining five games on t h e
road, travel to Middle Tennessee Saturday and Western Kentucky Monday .
MSU's Little Eagles easily romped o ver sue Bennett J unior College
1 0 7-73 Monday in a preliminary to the MSU-Murray game.

Arch J ohnson

scored 30 points and got 18 rebounds and Mark Hudson h ad 28 points, hit tinc
1 2 o f 1 3 field goal attempts.
Jack Black 's frosh have an 1 1-4 record with three games to p l ay .
They are at Jackson tonight (Thursday ) against Lees College .
The next home date for th e varsity and freshmen teams is Fe b . 28.

####it-##
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MOREHEAD, Ky.---can a sophomore-dominated team play f ou r o f
i "'; s last five games on the road and still win the championship c f t"t...0

Ohio Valley Conference?
Morehead State University Head coach Bill Harrell and his
young Eagles say "yes" and hope to get closer to the title on this
weekend's road trip to Middle Tennessee and Western Kentucky.
MSU, now 12-8 overall and 6-3 in the OVC, retained its onethird share of first place with an 89-80 win over Murray State Monday
night.

TWO nights earlier, the Eagles squeezed past Austin Peay,

100-97.

With five wins in six conference games at home behind them,
the MSU cagers need to improve their 1-2 record on the road in t l·e o·, i:.
7

Following this weekend, they still have to play at Tennessee Tech and
Eastern Kentucky, the other two occupants of first place.

East

Tennessee, owner of an 83-81 decision over the Eagles last month , Ki]_ l
be the last team to visit Laughlin Fieldhouse this season.
~All

of us feel we can win the title and we know it's

b e a big job because of our schedule," Harrell said.

goin ~

"We can't

to

a f :o~d

more than one loss the rest of the year and still hope to have a
chance.

However, we'll try to win them all."
Harrell said Eastern has an advantage because only three o i

i ts last five are on the road.

Tech is in MSU's predicament,

playj ~~

four of five on foreign floors.
"The secret to a championship in this league is winning on t h e
road and we've got to do just that in the next three weeks,
(MORE)

11

he adde d .

msu basketball 2222222
Using the most inexperienced lineup in the league--four s ophomores and a junior college transfer--Harrell has molded the Eagles intc
a contender on the basis of speed and a high-powered offense.
Picked by the OVC coaches last fall to finish fourth in this
year ' s race, MSU has responded with the top offensive production in the
league-91 points a game-and has the leading rebounder and No . 3 scorer
in sophomore Leonard Coulter.
The 6-5 forward is averaging 23.1 points and 14.7 rebounds and
is within four points of becoming the highest scoring sophomore in
MSU's basketball history.
A key factor in recent games has been the scoring and playmaking of 6-2 sophomore guard Howard Wallen who has raised his point
output to 15 . 8 per game.

He also is turning in more than six assis t s

e ach night and twice has engineered a dozen scoring plays in a s i ng l e
game.
The MSU coaching staff recruited 6-8 Ron Nichols on out o f
Florida to play with their heralded sophomores and he has f ille d t he
bill perfectly, according to Harrell.
Nicholson, who has averag es of 10 . 8 rebounds and 10.1 points,
has developed into a defensive standout with 89 blocked shots i n 19
g ames, including a record 12 against Austin Peay last weekend.
The Eagles also are getting steady performances from 6-4 guard
Bill Dotson and 6-5 forward Eugene Lyons .

Dotson is scoring 12 .2 per

outing and Lyons, who sparked the late surge against Murray , has a n
average of 14.8 points.
Harrell said his chief worry about the upcoming road trip is
Wallen's recent bout with the flu.

If the former Johnson Central

s tandout cannot play, his post will go to 6-2 junior Bubba Abell, a
key r e serve with a 5.3 average .
2-15-72
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MOREHEAD, Ky. --- A limited number of reserved seat tickets
for Monday night's Morehead State-Western Kentucky basketball game
at Bowling Green are available.
They may be purchased daily at the MSU Business Office
between 8:30 a.m. and 11:45 a . m. and 1:15 and 4 p.m.
is $2.50.

####
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MOREHEAD S TATE UNIVERS I TY
1971 Soccer Roster
NAME, Pos.

YR.

~l\decli1.:>u,

LTRS.

HOMETOWN

IR

Fr .

0

O g bomoso , Nigeria

Rick BicriC' 1 R W

So,

0

Col umb u s , Ohi o

S r.

3

Loui sv ille, Ky.

So.

0

Danvill e , Ky.

Jr.

0

Ossining , N . Y .

~)' Goodman, L W

Fr.

0

Plea sure Ridge Park, Ky.

Woug Hutchin son, G

Jr .

2

.Loui sa, Ky .

Scott Jones, CHB

Sr .

0

V e r sailles, Ky .

Don Minto, LHB

Jr.

0

Staten Island, N . Y.

Fr .

0

C olu mbus, Ohio

So,

l

Pataska la, Ohio

0fl"ris Rig gs , G

So.

l

Vancebu rg , Ky.

~a;d S a bi c , LHB
~(C\Je. Sho\"~

So.

0

Baghdad , Iraq

~<nay Shelton, CFB

Sr .

2

Ashland, Ky
,, .

v<a'nk Sloan, L W

So.

1

As hl a n d , Ky .

Steve Stocksda le, LF B

Jr .

0

West Ca rr ollton, Ohio

Dennis Wal sh, RFB

Fr.

0

Morri s Pla ins , N . J .

Jr.

1

Canal Winc h este r , Ohio

Jr.

0

Canal Winche st er , Ohio

Jr .

0

Canal Wi.- ches ter , Ohio

Fr.

0

South Shore, Ky .

Fr .

0

A bada n, Ir a n

~rge Buck , LFB
/

~.

C. C oates , LHB

~Gon1es ,

~c

IR

Pinion, IL

~ Powell,

RFB

'-l~j~ Ma~

~Williams,
~l

RW

William s , CHB

~Villiams ,
~~e

RHB

York, RHB

Nio ~e ni

;Yus scf , IL

{* c o -c aptains )
HEA D COACII: Dr. Mohamm e d Sabie (5 yrs. 38 - 9 - 3 )
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at Morehead State University, was among 18 young men earning varsity
letters this year as members of MSU 1 s soccer team.
Dr. Mohammed Sabie 1 s Eagle soccermen compiled an 8-4-1
r ec ord and finished second in the Kentucky Intercollegiate Soccer Tourna me nt.

Morehead State's record included wins over Kentucky, Louisville,
Ber e ?. , Murray State, Transylvania and Bellarmine.
The Eagles will return 16 nf this year's lettermen next season s o
C C'.~. l'.'.li. Sabi~

is looking forward to an even better team in the fall of 1972.

########
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MOREHEAD, Ky. --- Roy M. Terry, the new head football coach

at Morehead State University, is excited about the 1972 season already
because of the scheduled return this fall of 32 lettermen, including

The MSU Eagles turned in a 7-3 record last season, the best
ma rk since winning the Ohio Valley Conference championship in 1966.
Spring practice starts March 24 and Coach Terry is anxious
to get a look at his young gridders.
"We'll have a quick, sure defense and an explosive offense,
S3

i··'

11

".! ou 'll be hearing a lot about the Eagles this fall.

#########
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MOREHEAD, Ky. --- University Breckinridge meets Menifee
County here, ·Thursday, March 2 at 7:30 p.m. in the opening game
of the 6lst District Basketball Tournament at Morehead State
University's Laughlin Fieldhouse.
Ezel, Rowan County and Morgan County all drew byes and advanced to Friday's semi-final doubleheader.

Rowan and Morgan meet

at 7 p.m. and Ezel plays the Breck-Menifee winner at 8:30 p.m.
The championship game is scheduled Saturday at 7:30 p.m.
Breck, the defending champion , has the best record in the
6lst and is favored to take the title again.
Tickets will be one dollar in advance and $1.50 at the door 4
Rondal D. Hart, director of University Breckinridge School, is
tournament manager.
The Kentucky High School Athletic Association has

assigo ~ d

Bob Kouns of South Shore and Bo Butcher of Williamsport to off lci o.:;: ·~
all games of the three-day tourney.
In addition to the winner and runner-up trophy, the 6lst

a 1~0

will make school awards for free throw accuracy, sportsmanship a nd
cheerleading.
Tournament staff members include Vinson Watts, official
scorer; George Sadler, official timer; and Steve Burgin, public
add ress announcer.
Head coaches in the 6lst District are Dienzel Dennis,

Br ~ck~

Sane Collins, Rowan Co.; Johnny Johnston, Ezel; Gary Holbrook,
Morgan Co.; and Joe Blankenship, Menifee Co.
2-17-72
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MOREHEAD, Ky. --- University Breckinridge meets Menifee
County here, ·Thursday, March 2 at 7:30 p.m. in the opening game

•

of the 6lst District Basketball Tournament at Morehead State
University's Laughlin Fieldhouse.
Ezel, Rowan County and Morgan County all drew byes and ad-

•

vanced to Friday's semi-final doubleheader.

Rowan and Morgan meet

at 7 p.m. and Ezel plays the Breck-Menifee winner at 8:30 p.m.
The championship game is scheduled Saturday at 7:30 p.m.

•

Breck, the defending champion , has the best record in the
6lst and is favored to take the title again.
Tickets will be one dollar in advance and $1.50 at the d oor .

•

Ronda! D. Hart, director of University Breckinridge School, is
tournament manager.
The Kentucky High School Athletic Association has

•

as s ig u ~ d

Bob Kouns of South Shore and Bo Butcher of Williamsport to off ici.:: ::·:>
all games of the three-day tourney.
In addition to the winner and runner-up trophy, the 6lst a lso

•

will make school awards for free throw accuracy, sportsmanship ai7d
cheerlead ing.
Tournament staff members include Vinson Watts, official

•

scorer; George Sadler, official timer; and Steve Burgin, public
address announcer.

•

Head coaches in the 61st District are Dienzel Dennis, Breck;
~ane

Collins, Rowan Co.; Johnny Johnston, Ezel; Gary Holbrook ,

Morgan Co.; and Joe Blankenship, Menifee Co.

•
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MOREHEAD,Ky.---Two Morehead State University wrestlers will
compete in the NCAA regional tournament Feb. 25 and 26 at the

•

University of Cincinnati.
Coach Dan Walker said freshman Mickey Rzyrnek and senior Dave

•

Bostelman would attempt to qualify for the NCAA finals March 9-11 at
the University of Maryland.
R~ymek,

a

a 134-pounder from Toledo, Ohio, has an individual

record of 10-0 in dual matches this season.

Bostelman, a 190-pound

grappler from Dayton, Ohio, is 8-2-1.
"We feel both of these young men will give a good account of

•

themselves in strong competition," Walker said.

"Mickey is a fine

young wrestler and Dave is an experienced veteran."

•

Rzymek is among seven freshmen on MSU's 10-man first unit
this year .
#######
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MOREHEAD, Ky. --- With four days, two games and nearly
700 miles behind them, Morehead State's basketball Eagles are right

•

back where they started •
A 1-1 split on last weekend's road trip left MSU in a threeway tie for first place in the Ohio Valley Conference

•

the same

situation existing last Friday when the jaunt began.
MSU, 13-9 overall and 7-4 in the OVC, shares the top spot

•

with Eastern Kentucky and Tennessee Tech.

Western Kentucky, a

103-97 overtime winner over the Eagles Monday night, is close behind at 6-5.

•

"We had a great effort," Eagle Head coach Bill Harre ll s a i d
of the thriller at Bowling Green.
p l aye d well enough to win.

•

"We're disappointed because we

However, the little things didn't g o

our way and that made the difference. "
Harrell said he is not discouraged because his young cage r s
are still in first place and, in his words, "still very much alive

e

in this race."
The MSU youth movement - four sophomores and a junior a s
starters - was not expe cted to be a contender in pre-season polls .

e

Harrell says his squad's development resulted from a mutual d e sir e
to "win a championship this year and not wait until ne xt."
Slick Leonard Coulter produced 33 points and 18 r ebounds

•

for MSU at Western and showed more than 13, 000 Hill toppe r fan s why
h e is the prime candidate for "sophomore of the year" honors in
the OVC •

•

(More)

.
•

.

...
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Two nights earlier, the "Danville Dandy" became the highest
scoring sophomore in MSU's history with a 20-point outburst against
Middle Tennessee as the Eagles rallied for a crucial 71-68 win.

•

The 6-5 forward racked up 53 points in two nights and upped
his season total to 516, eclipsing the previous mark of 466 held
by Henry Akin since the 1963-64 campaign.

•

Coulter also grabbed 27 rebounds to maintain his 14.5
average as the league leader.
Fellow soph Howard Wallen continued to burn the cords with

•

two 25-point nights, boosting his average to 16.5.

Wallen - a 6-2

playmaker - has 134 assists in 22 games.
Harrell feels his club's title chances may have improved,

•

despite the loss at Western •
"When the trip began, we were faced with four road games
and one home game for the rest of the season," he said.

•

"Now, with

only two road games left, we're still in first place and haven ' t
even played that home game yet."
But, to win their first OVC crown in three years and first

•

NCAA trip in 11 , the Eagles may have to win all three games left on
the schedule.
They go to Tech this Saturday and to Eastern a week later.
Sandwiched in between is a home date next Monday with East Tennessee,
owner of an 83-81 win over MSU last month.
"We aren ' t kidding ourselves," Harrell added.

8

very, very difficult job ahead but our young men also have the determination and poise to be champions.
be for lack of effort."

•

"We have a

#####
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MOREHEAD, Ky.---Morehead State University's varsity tennis
team is playing 14 matches this spring in preparation for the Ohio

•

Valley conference tournament in mid-May .
Coach George Sadler's Eagle netmen are appearing five times
on the home courts at Breathitt Sports Center and nine times on the

•

road.
The 1972 card includes the seven other members of the ovc

•

and non-league dates with Marshall, Louisville, Morris Harvey,
Cumberland, Centre and Henry Ford College.
MSU opens the 1972 season at home March 20 against Morris

•

Harvey at 1:30 p.m •
The complete schedule:
March 20
25
31
April 3

•

4

7
8

•

14
15
21
22
25
26
29
May 15-19

MORRIS HARVEY (1 :30 p.m.)
At Marshall
LOUISVILLE (2 p.m.)
HENRY FORD (2 p.m.)
At Cumberland
At Tennessee Tech
At East Tennessee
At Murray State
At Western Kentucky
AUSTIN PEAY (1 p.m.)
MIDDLE TENNESSEE (1 p.m . )
At Eastern Kentucky
At Louisville
At Centre
At OVC Championships
#IJllllllll#

•

•
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MOREHEAD, Ky.---Offensive tackle Mike Thomas of Caverna
High School has signed a football letter-of-intent with Morehead

•

State University •
The 6-2, 210-pound standout is the son of Mr. and Mrs.
John c. Thomas, 201 Vial St., Horse cave.

•

"Mike has good size and shows great potential as a college
lineman," said MSU Head Coach Roy Terry. "We' re delighted with
his decision to play football at Morehead State."

•
11111111111111111111

•
•
•

•
•
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MOREHEAD, Ky.---Defensive end Matt Caputo of Toledo
Witmer High School has signed a football letter-of-intent with

•

Morehead State University of the Ohio Valley Conference •
The 6-3, 215-pound standout is the oon of Mr. and Mrs.
Robert Caputo, 3032 Edgebrook Drive, Toledo. He was an All-City

•

and All-District selection and received honorable mention in
All-State balloting last fall.

•

"Matt is an outstanding young man wrireh a good chance of
starting for us this season," said MSU Head Coach Roy Terry.
"We're looking forward to having him in our program."

•
111111Ii111111H1111

•
•

•
•
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•
MOREHEAD, Ky.---All-Ohio denensive back Mike Jones of

•

Mansfield Malabar High School has signed a football letter-of-intent
with Morehead State University of the Ohio Valley Conference.
'l'he 5-11, 185-pound standout is the son of Mr. and Mrs •

•

Wilson Jones Sr. , 524 So. Main St., Mansfield.
In addition to All-State honors, he also was selected for

•

the All-Cardinal conference team while playing under coach Bill
Frazier at Malabar High.
"Mike has outstanding speed and quickness and the potential

•

to be a great college cornerback," said MSU Assistant Coach Mike
Gottfried. "We're certainly looking forward to having him in our
program."

•
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•

•
•
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•
MOREHEAD, Ky.---Dennis Patrick of Williamsburg, a line backer at Tennessee Military Institute, has signed a football

•

letter-of-intent with Morehead State University.
The 6-0 , 190-pound standout is the son of Mrs. Lois Patrick

•

of North 10th Street, Williamsburg. He won several honors under
Coach Richard Cheatem at TMI.
"Dennis is an outstanding p:tiospect at linebacker," said

•

MSU Head Coach Roy Terry. "We're delighted with his decision to
play football at Morehead State.

11

•
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MOREHEAD, Ky . ---All-Ohio defensive end Bill Van Wagner of
PlYIJtouth High School has signed a football letter-of-intent with
Morehead State University of the Ohio Valley Conference.
The 6-3, 210-pound standout is the son of Mr. and Mrs.

w.

L. Van Wagner, 212 Trux St., Plymouth .
In addition to All-State honors, he also made All-District

and All-Conference teams as a three-year starter for Coach Larry
Root.
"Bill l has good size and determination and the potential
to be a great college player," said MSU Assistant Coach Mike Gottfried.
"We're happy to have him at Morehead State."

llllHllllllllllllllll#
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MOREHEAD, Ky. ---All-Ohio defensive back Danny Shultz of

•

Lakota High School has signed a football letter-of-intent with
Morehead State University of the Ohio Valley conference.
'rhe 6-0, 175-pound safety is the son of Mr. and Mrs. Marion

•

Shultz, 217 Mervin St., Risingsun.
He was a standout performer under Coach Paul Graham at

•

Lakota High, winning All-Conference and All-District honors in
addition to his first team All-State selection.
"Danny i s very quick and he is a rugged tackler, "said

•

MSU Head coach Roy Terry."He's a potential standout and we're
happy to have him at Morehead State."

•

•

•

•

•
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.MOREHEAD, Ky. --- Linebacker Mike Novak of Crestline High

•

School has signed a football letter-of-intent with Moreh:ad State
University of the Ohio Valley Conference.

•

The 6-3, 220-pound standout is the a::>n of Mr. and Mrs .
Philip A. Novak, 377 Clink Blvd., Crestline.
He won All-District and All-Conference honors under Coach

•

Bill Franta at Crestline High •
"Mike is one of the finest high school linebackers in
Northwestern Ohio," said .MSU Assistant Coach Mike Gottfried. "We

•

•
•

•
•
•

feel he has the ability to become an outstanding college player."

lll!llllllllllllllll
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MOREHEAD, Ky. --- Morehead State University's varsity ba seball schedule lists 38 games this spring, inciuding 15 double-

•

headers •
Coach Sonny Allenis Eagles are playing 23 home games at
Breathitt Sports Center and 15 on the road.

•

The 1972 card includes Eastern Kentucky and Western Kentucky
of the Ohio Valley Conference and non-league dates with Marshall,
Ohio U., Louisville, Cincinnati, Xavier, Eastern Michigan, Ashland,

•

W. Va. State, Morris Harvey and Taylor.
MSU opens the season March 22 against Morris Harvey in a
twinbill at Charleston,

e

w.

Va.

The first home action is a March /.5

doubleheader with Taylor University starting at 1 p.m.
The complete schedule:
March 22
25
28
April l

•

•

•

•
•

2 - 24-72

At Morris Harvey (2)
TAYLOR (2) (1 p.m.)
CINCINNATI (2 p.m.)
W. VA. S'i,ATE (2) (1 p.m.)
3
PARSHALL (2 p.m.)
4
EASTERN MICH. (2) (1:30 p.m.)
5
At Eastern Ky. ( 2 )
7
ASHLAND (2) (1 :30 p.m.)
8
ASHLAND ( 2) (1 p .m. )
10
At Louisville (2)
12
EASTERN KY. (2) {1:30 p.m.)
14
WESTERN KY. (2) (1:30 p.m.)
15
WESTERN KY. (2) (11 a.m.)
17 · At Xavier
19
At Eastern Ky. (2)
21
LOUISVILLE (2 p.m.)
22
At Western Ky. (2)
24
OHIO U. (2 p.m.)
26
At W. Va. State {2)
29
MORRIS HARVEY ( 2) (1 p.m.)
May
2
At Cincinnati
3
At Marshall
4
XAVIER (2 p.m.)
(2)-doubleheaders
#####
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MOREHEAD, Ky.---Defensive back Scott Copeland of Shelby

•

High School has signed a football letter- of-intent with Morehead
State Universityo ©f the Ohio Valley Conference .
The 6-2, 185-pound standout is the son of Mr. and Mrs •

•

Wayne Copeland, Rt. 2, Shelby. He won All-District and All-Northern
Ohio League honors under Coach Bill Wilkins and captained the

•

squad last fall •
"Scott has the potential to be a truly great defensive back
in college," said MSU Assistant coach Mike Gottfried. "He definitely

•

will be an asset to our program."

11111111111111111111
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•
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•

•

(Special to The Morehead News)

Morehead State's basketball sophomores erupted for 74 points
in the second half Monday night and clinched at least a tie for first
p lace in the Ohio Val ley Conference with a 124-99 victory over East
Tennessee at home.
Coach Bill Harrell's Eagles, 15-9 on the year and 9-4 in the
OVC, travel to Richmond, Ky. Saturday night to decide the OVC title
in the regular season finale with Eastern Kentucky.
The EKU Colonels and Western Kentucky share second place
with 8-5 conference marks.
MSU had been tied for the top spot but became the sole occupant Saturday night with a 98-96 win over Tennessee Tech while
Eastern was losing to East Tennessee, 89-86.
The Monday night victory assured the Eagles of a tie because
they have only four losses in the OVC and the nearest contend ers
each have five.
Leonard Coulter and sub Bubba Abell led the MSU comeback
against East Tennessee as the Eagles rallied from a seven-point halftime deficit to destroy the visiting Buccaneers in the final 12 minutes
with a tenacious full-court press.
Coulter, already the school ' s highest scoring sophomore in
history, pumped in 40 points and grabbed 16 rebounds.

Abell played

11 minutes and scored 1 8 points.
Bill Dotson had 23 points for MSU and Eugene Lyons added 16.
Lyons and Ron Nicholson each had 13 rebounds.
(More)

•

•

msu basketball 2222222

East Tennessee led by 10 points early in the second half
but the Eagles charged back and went ahead to stay, 82-81, on a
three-point play by Abell with 10:43 remaining.

•

Two nights earlier, the Eagles withstood a desperate
Tennessee Tech rally in the final 27 seconds for the 98-96 win at
Cookeville, Tenn •

•

MSU took a 20-5 scoring advantage in the first eight minutes
of the second half to erase Tech's one-point halftime lead and

•

propel the Eagles to a 14-point margin with 11:25 to play.

They

never trailed afterward.
Coulter scored 31 points and picked off 11 rebounds to

e

pace the winning attack.

Lyons added 28 points and 12 rebounds.

Dotson had 15 points and Howard Wallen 12.

•

•

•

•
•

111111111111
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MOREHEAD , Ky . --- A winning streak and a losing streak
made up the Morehead State University swim schedule this year as
Coach Bill Mack ' s tankmen finished with a 5-5 record.

•

The Eagles won their first five meets of the year , dropping
Lou i svil l e , St . Louis , Centre , W. Va . Tech and Morris Harvey .
But t hings were t oughe r t h e second h alf as t h ey lost five straight .

•

"We had some bad luck with illness and injuries , " Mack said .
"But we also had some great competition.

•

Our young men gave good

effort in every meet and we're proud of them . "
The Eag l es fi ni shed fifth i n the Kentucky Interc ollegiate
Swi mming Championshi p a t UK and t hi rd in the Morris Harvey Relays

•

at Char l eston , W. Va .
Two schools recor ds were set in the KISC .

•

La n ge di d the 1 00- yar d breast stroke in 1: 07 . 0.

Freshman Brent
The 400 - yar d

fr ee r elay team o f Ke n Watkins , Larry Ridgeway , Mike Gooch and
Jack Abe l n clocked a 3 : 22 . 5 .

•

Mack , swi m coach since 1962 , will return 1 0 of this year ' s
1 2 l e t termen .

Departing are two i ndividual medley standouts , Mark

Lennon and Steve Mil l eson •

•

Swimmi ng is among three non-conference sports at MSU .

#####

•
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MOREHEAD, Ky . -- - Youth and injuries took their toll of

e

the Morehead State University wrest ling squad this year as Coach
Dan Walker ' s Eagles fi ni shed with a 3-8 record .
The MSU matmen achieved v ictorie s over Morris Harvey ,

•

Cedarville and Maryville and sent two grapplers to the NCAA
regiona ls .

•

Freshman Mickey Rzymek of Toledo , Ohio, tur ned out to be
the year's sensation with a 17-4 individual mark , including a 2- 2
slate in NCAA competition .

•

Se nior Dave Bostelman of Dayton , Ohio , fini shed 10-3-1 and
also competed in the NCAA preliminaries.

•

Other not e wo rthy indi -

viduals were freshman Mike High of Finneytown , Ohio , 7-5-1; sophomore
Vince Ai e llo of Hagers town, Md . 6 - 3-1 ; and junior Steve Morgan of
Indianapo lis , Ind ., 6 - 6 .

•

Veteran Bob Warren of Toledo was injured in early workouts
and was unable to compete .
Co a ch Wa l ker said h e is hopefu l that fr e shmen Tim Dench of

•

Fern Creek , and Chuck Freels , Bruce Hart and Pete Marinelli , all of
Toledo , will continue to develop .

•

"We'll h ave more depth and experience next year," Walker
added .

"Things should improve considerably . "
1111111111 II
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MOREHEAD, Ky . ---Morehead State University's freshman baske t b all team closed its season on a winning note by defeating Ohio
University's frosh 90-81 , at home .

•

Guard James Washington of Frankfort pumped in 23 points and
Arch Johnson 21 to help avenge an earlier loss to the Baby Bobcats in
Athens, Ohio •

•

The victory left the Little Eagles of coach Jack Black with
an overall record of 12-6 including wins over Marshall , Eastern

•

Kentucky and Western Kentucky •
Johnson, a 6-5 forward from Breathitt county, finished the
s e ason with 4 74 points, breaking Leonard coul ter' s mark of 4 31 in 1 7

e

games last year.
"We have several players who can contribute a lot to the

•

varsity next year," said Coach Black.

"They can provide needed bench

s t rength or maybe give some of our starters a good run for their
jobs . "

•

Black praised the outstanding shooting of Johnson , who hit
mo re than 56 per cent of his field goal attempts.

He also said

Washington and gm rd Glenn Turner of McDowell can be "assets" next

•

year.
"Mark Hudson can help the team if he loses more weight , "

•

Black said.

A 6-10 center from New Richmond, Ohio, who averaged 19 . 8

points and 10 . 7 rebounds, lost 35 pounds during the season.
"Eugene Frye, whose natural position is guard, is another

•

goo d firs t -team prospect , " Black said. "An injury hurt him during our
l a s t six games, but he has great ability." Frye's home is Luray, Va .
{MORE)

•

s~orts

info 2222222
Black praised the ''hustle and enthusiasm" of sixth man

•

Larry Brown of Hazel Green .
In three seasons as coach of MSU's yearlings, Black has
compiled a 42-11 record.

## II II II II II II
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MOREHEAD, Ky. --- Already assured of at least a tie for the
Ohio Valley Conference basketball crown, Morehead State goes to

•

Richmond Saturday to try for all of the marbles.
Coach Bill Harrell's young Eagles, now 15-9 overall and 9-4

•

in the OVC, take on the veteran Colonels at 8 p.m. in a soldout
Alumni Coliseum.

Eastern, 13-9 on the year, is tied with Western

in the No. 2 spot.

•

Both are 8-5 in the loop.

Eastern lost to MSU last month, 94-93, in Morehead and must
win to get a share of the conference title.
"Our young men know it's a playoff if we

•

night," Harrell said this week.

lo~e

Saturday

"They want to go to the NCAA and

beating Eastern is the way to get there.

11

An MSU win would send the Eagles, a pre-season pick for
•

fourth in the OVC this year, into first round action against an atlarge team in the NCAA Mideast Regional on Saturday, March 11, at
Knoxville, Tenn.

•

"No one felt we could win the league until a few days ago,"
Harrell added.

"Now we want it real bad just because of all the

people who said it couldn't be done with sophomores."

•

Eastern, last fall's favorite to capture the crown, starts
four seniors on what Harrell calls "a strong team by anyone's
standards."

•

EKU is led by slippery Charlie Mitchell, the league's
second-highest scorer with an average of 23.6, and long-shooting
George Bryant, the No. 4 OVC scorer with a per-game output of 20.5 •

•

(More)

•·

rnsu basketball 222222?
Harrell is hopeful his cagers now have the poise to cope
with the pressures of such a critical game, the deafening Eastern

I

crowd and the legendary home court advantage.
If Monday night's comeback against East Tennessee is any in-

•

dication, Harrell's worries about stress may be needless.

The Eagles

rallied from a seven-point halftime deficit and racked up 74 points
in the second half to smother the visiting Buccaneers, 124-99 •

•

Leonard Coulter, a surprise contender for

ovc

player of the

year honors, paced the winning attack with 40 points and 16 rebounds.
The 6-5 sophomore has pumped in 104 points in the last three games
and upped his average to 24.4.
Co-captain Bubba Abell, Harrell's latest version of a "super

•

sub," came off the bench to score 18 points in 11 minutes and help
spark the rally.

The 6-2 junior also has been credited with key

performances in four other OVC victories.

•

Three more sophomores -- 6-4 Bill Dotson, 6-5 Eugene Lyons
and 6-2 Howard Wallen -- and a junior college transfer -- 6-8 Ron
Nicholson -- have teamed with Coulter to form the league's youngest

•

starting five and most productive in terms of points per game •
Through 24 games, MSU is averaging 92.1, good for ranking in the
nation's top 10 in team offense.

•

Wallen, the team's passing ace, has 150 assists and is
averaging 16.1 points per game.
scoring 14.7.

•
•

averaging 12.8.

Lyons, a hardnosed rebounder, is

Dotson, the best one-on-one defensive player, is
Also strong in the defense department is the slender

Nicholson who has blocked 95 shots and grabbed an average of 10.4
rebounds.
"We' re proud of these kids," Harrell said. "They deserve to
play at least three or four more games this season."
3-1-72
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simply outplayed us.

•

"We don .. t have any excuses.

Eastern

But we still have a share of the championship

n 01d a c1vmce for the NCAA berth."
Morehead State University Head Basketball Coach Bill

•

Harrell was glum, aa expected, after his Eagles lost a chance
for outright ownership of the Ohio Valley Conference title on a
121-91 setback to Eastern Kentucky.
However, his mood changed as he reviewed the season's
accomplishments of his sophomore-laden squad.

•

"For a team picked to have a break-even season and finish
in fourth place, we're real proud of our 15-10 regular season
record and our tie for the championship."

•

Harrell added:
"They said you couldn't win the OVC with sophomores.
We ll, we did i t and we're going to make a great effort to take

•

. t!,e ae oophomores to the NCAA. II
Morehead State shares the league crown with Eastern and

•

\fe stern Kentucky.

All finished with 9-5 marks in league play •

We stern, an 85-71 winner over Middle Tennessee Saturday night,
is MSU's opponent in the conference playo ffs starting Tuesday

•

nig!'lt in Frankfort.
The Hilltoppers own two victories over the Eagles
77-74 at Morehead and ]03-97 in overtime at Bowling Green

•

a nd h ave wo n five straight OVC games.

(over)

•

msu basketball 2-2-2-2-2-2-2

The MSU-Western winner meets Eastern on Wednesday night

t

for the right to represent the OVC in the first round of the
NCAA Mideast Regional this Saturday at Knoxville, Tenn.

•

Florida State , the nation's tenth ran](ed team, has been
named as the OVC's opponent.
"Western has a strong, experienced team and they've

I

really jelled in the last three weeks," Harrell said.

"We have

to match their rebounding strength to stay in the game."

•

Both playoff games start at 7:30 p.m. in Frankfort's new
Capitol Plaza Sports Center, the 7,000-seat home of Kentucky
State College.

•

According to playoff ground rules established last week,
each school will have one half of the

a~ailable

seats.

Ticket

prices are $4 for reserved, $2 for general admission sold on

•

c acl1 campus and $3 for general admission sold at the gate.

Any tickets not sold at MSU, Eastern or Western will go

•

o n s ale at 5:30 p.m. both nights at the Sports Center •

*

*

*

•. . *

*

*

*

This season marks the sixth time MSU has won a share
•

of the OVC title.

In three of the previous five deadlocks, the

t:agles advanced to the NCAA.'

•

MSU's last NCAA appearance was in J96J after defeating
Eastern and Western in a three-way playoff.
OVC playoffs in 1963 and 1969.

•

########
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(Special to The Morehead News )

•

Rowan C ounty's Vikings met p owerful Russell and W est Carte r
took on Boyd County as play opened last night (Wednesday) in the

•

16th Regional Tournament at Moreh ead State University.
Rowan County, runner-up in the 6lst District on a 59-49 lo ss to

•

Breck in overtime, went into the game with a record of 9-16.

Russell,

winner of the 63rd, was 22-6.
West Carter, champ of the 62nd, was 15-15 and Boyd County,

•

runner-up in the 64th, had a s late of 19-11 •
Thursday night's first round action sends Breck (26-8), winner of
the 6 l st, against East Carter (24- 6 ), runne r- up in the 62nd, at 7 p. m •

•

The 8:45 p. m. second game matches t ourney favorite Ashland (2 6 -2),
winner of the 64th, and McKell (12-13), runner-up in the 63rd.

•

Semi-finals are Friday at 7 p. m. and 8 :45 p. m. with the championship
game Saturday at 7 :3 0 p. m.

No consolation game is scheduled.

All tickets w ill be sold at Laughlin Fieldhouse at 6 p. m. each

•

night.

Admission is $1. 50 for students and $2. 50 for others.

Officials

are Harry Burke, Doug Butcher, Harry Johnson and Charlie Reed.
The 61 st District final pr oduced a mild surprise when unde rdog Row a

•

C ounty forced Breck into overtime .

However, the Vikings failed to score in

the extra period and the UBS Eaglets piled up 10 points for the victory.

•

(more)

1

•

- 16t h regional 2-2-2-2-2-2

Earlier, Breck d efeated Menifee C ounty in the first round, 51-22,

•

and Ezel in the semi-final s , 105-55.

Rowan County drew a first round

b ye and got into the finals on a 64-59 win over Mor gan County.

•

•

•

•

•
•

•

•
•

########
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MOREHEAD, Ky.---Six tournaments highlight the 1972 golf
schedule at Morehead State University.
Coach Ed Bignon's linksmen open the season this week e n d in

e

the "Shootout in the South" at Lancaster,

s.c.

The University of

South Carolina is host for the six-day competition.
Other tournaments on the card include the University of

•

Miami Invitational, Mid-South Classic, Kentucky Intercollegiate,
Eastern Kentucky Invitational and the Ohio Valley Conference

•

championship •
The Eagles also have a dual match with Marshall and two
quadrangular matches, one at home and one at Eastern, both againot

•

thre e ovc f,,es • .
MSU closes the season in the OVC tournament May 19 and 20

•

at Johnson City, Tenn. East Tennessee is the host school .
The complete schedule:

•

March
March
April
April
Ap ril
April

11-17
22-25

•

April 28-29
May 6
May 19- 20

4
6-8
10
22

"Shootout in the South" (Lancaster, S . C. }
Miami Invitational (Miami, Fla . )
MARSHALL (1 p . m. )
Mid-South Classic (Monteagle, Tenn.)
Ke ntuc ky Intercolle giate (Lexington, KY )
OVC QUADRANGULAR ( l p . m. )
( MSU, Eastern Ky . , Eas t Tenn., Te nn. Tech}
Eas tern Ke ntucky Invitational (Richmond, Ky.}
OVC Quadrang u l ar (Richmond , Ky.)
ovc 'l'o u r n a me nt (Johnson City, Tenn . )
1111111111 ###
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{Special to The Morehead News )

FRANKFORT, Kyo -- - Cool Howard Wallen scored Morehead

•

State' st last eight points under pressure here Tuesday night as the
young Eagles rallied for a 82-79 victory to oust Western Kentucky

•

from the Ohio Valley C onference playoffs •
Wallen, a 6 - 2 sophomore guard who finished with a team - high

18 p oint s , put the game on ice when h e sank a fr ee throw with fou r

•

seconds remaining to give MSU its final margin of three

po~nts •

Wes t ern's Terry Davis mis,sed from 20 feet at the buzzer and
I

MSU fans engulfed the Sports Center floor to car r y away the winning

•

Eagle so
MSU, 16 - 10 heading into Wednesday night ' s playoff date with

•

Eastern Kentucky, rallied for nine straight points and emerged with
a six- point lead at the 2 :20 mark in the second half .
The Hilltopp ers , who had twice d efeated MSU in the regular season,

•

pulled within two points but could get no cl<;>ser in the final minute and
a hallo

•

Western ended the season with a 1 5 -11 mark and a one - third

share of the OVC title •
Leonard Coultc> r added 17 points and 13

~ebouncls

efforto . Eugene Lyons had 14 points and Bill Dotson 1 O.

•

to the winning MSU
Ron Nichol s on

grabbed 14 rebounds and blocked four shots late in the game •
(more )

rnsu over wes tern 2 - 2-2 -2 -2

,
Sub Lowe ll Ashby scored 12 in a f ine res erve performance for
Coa ch Bill Harrell's cage r s o
J erry Dunn l e d Western with 26 points.

Granny Bunton grabbed

27 reboundso
Wallen and Dotson each had seven assists a nd C oulter a dde d
five scor ing p asses.
MSU ' s v ictory came in the wake of a crus hing 121- 9 1 lo ss at
Eastern Kentucky which cost the Eagles an undis.puted perch at the top of
the loop.
Morehead State , Eastern and W e stern deadl ocked for the OVC
crown and a pl ayoff became necessary to decide who would represent the
c onference in the NCAA Mideast Regional this Saturday i n Knoxville , T enn.
Florida State, the nation 1 s 14th ranked team, is the OVC 1 s
foe in the Saturday afternoon cla s h 0

#######
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MOREHEAD, Ky. --- Torn Lichtenberg, former head football
coach at Cincinnati Purcell High School, has been named an assistant coach at Morehead State University.
Appointment of the 31-year-old Cincinnati native as offensive
line coach completed the full-time staff of new Eagle Head Coach
Roy Terry .
"We're very happy to have Torn in our program," Terry said.
"He has an excellent background and the potential to become an
outstanding college coach."
Lichtenberg compiled a record of 45-11-3 in six seasons as
head coach at Purcell and Mason, Ohio, high schools.

He was named

four times at Mason as "coach of the year" in the Fort Ancient
Valley Conference.
A 1962 graduate of the University of Louisville where he
lettered three years as a linebacker and fullback, Lichtenberg also
has a master 's degree from Xavier University.
The new MSU assistant earned 11 varsity letters in four
sports at Lockland High School and was an All-City selection in
football and basketball.
Reding of Mayfield, Ky.

He is married to the former Sue Ann
They have five children.

Lichtenberg was a Louisville teammate of Dan Walker, MSU's
offensive backfield coa ch.
"I'm thrilled at the opportunity to coach at Morehead State
University," the new Eagle assistant said.

"This is a fine univer-

sity with a good football program that is going to get even better."
3-10-72
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MOREHEAD, Ky. --- Nine school records were broken and
another tied this season as Morehead state University's surprising

•

sophomores raced to a 16-11 varsity basketball mark •
The Eagles of Head Coach Bill Harrell erased five individual
records and four team listings en route to a share of the Ohio Valley

•

Conference championship and a scoring average of 91.4, good for
ranking in the nation's top 10 offensive teams.

•

New team standards include most field goals in a season, 995;
highest field goal accuracy, 47.5 per cent; most points in one half,
82; and most field goal attempts in a single game, 108.

Tied was the

single game mark for field goals, 55.
most points as a sophomore,

Leonard Coulter set two records

651; and most consectutive field goals in a single game, 13.
The 6-5 Danville sophomore also made two entries in MSU's
"40 Or More Club" by scoring 42 points against Tennessee Tech and 40
against East Tennessee.
Ron Nicholson established new marks with 12 blocked shots
against Toledo and 104 for the season.

Howard Wallen rewrote the

season mark for assists with 169.
Coulter's record-breaking point production made him only the
fifth

MSU cager in history to score 600 points or more in a single

season.

The others were Dan Swartz, 828 and 651; Granny Williams,

705; Steve Hamilton, 654; and Jim Day, 609.
3-13-72
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(Special to The Morehead News)

A hustling, inspired Russell shocked Kentucky's basketball experts
last Saturday night with an 80-75 upset of heavily-favored Ashland in the
finals of the 16th Regional Tournament at MSU' s Laughlin Fieldhouse.
The winning Red Devils, 25-6 on the year, opened the 55th annual
State Tournament yesterday (Wednesday) afternoon against Breathitt County,
winner of the 14th Region crown.
It marked the third time in six years that Coach Marvin Meredith' s
cagers have knocked the Tomcats out of the "Sweet Sixteen.

11

Three of the

wins have come in the regional finals.
Mark Lewis, the 6-7 senior center at University Breckinridge, was
voted the tournament's "most valuable player" and to the All-Tournament
team.
Other members of the elite squad were Tony Elam, Jack Savage and
Rick Hensley, all of Russell; Chuck Williams, Ron Griffith, Dale Lynch and
Dwayne Farrow, all of Ashland;

Phil P ratt and Dave Wooten, both of Boyd

County; Phil Keyes of East Carter; and Anthony Lowdenback of McKell.
Ashland, which had been ranked No. 1 in the state most of the year,
suffered a scare in the semi-finals when Breck missed pulling off what would
have been an even more stunning upset.

However, the outmanned Eaglets

folded in the last quarter and Ashland emerged with a 71-54 victory.
Lewis, obviously the tournament standout, produced 42 points and
17 rebounds in the two Breck games.
(more)

'16th regional 2-2-2-2-2 - 2-2-2

Breck elminated East Carter, 59 - 57, in the most exciting game of
the first round.

In other opening action, Russell wallop ed Rowan County, 94 - 58;

Boyd County raced past W est Carter , 76-63 ; and Ashland blasted McKell , 89-55 .
Russell gained the finals on a hard-fought 77-68 decision ove r
Boyd County.
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e.REHEAD, Ky. --- "It was a thrilling experience and a great example
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of what talent and
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University Head Coach Bill Harrell -

didn't . . .II
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MSU' s recently-concluded 1 6-11

'

campaign which produced a tie for the Ohio Valley Conference championship.

•

~e

•

probably had the most successful sophomore-dominated team

in this league's history,

11

"I don't think you can find four sophomores

he added.

IJI

and a junior anywhere in the

•

country with more courage and competitive

spirit than our young men displayed this year.

LT

~rell

S
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agrees with
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•••J~hat
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MSU' s program W

-

C\'l'tvft u-i~o \\a~ t """\~~

e-tbnH J't

1

1

9s

be

~

of age a year a h ead of schedule .

11

~ect to win a , . . championship in this,~ our third
year, •••lllllliilliil••s but these players refused to quit and kept gaining more
poise as the - - • season im•at went along,

~rell
playoffs.

11

the Eagle mentor said.

said he was "so very proud" of his squad's play in the OVC

The Eagles defeated Western Kentucky, 82-7 9, in the first game

\~~~/
......_.,.,lost the next night to Eastern Kentucky, 98 - 86.

~were tired the

second night but kept coming back,

11

he said.

" Leonard

Coulter played both games with intense pain in his . . . . back and Bubba Abell,
only
our top
riefly the first night. 11
"But. we're not making e xcuses,
Jf

11

the f orrner Kentucky high school

•

"coach of the yeart added.
deserved to go to the NCAA.

"Eastern beat us with a great club and certainly
11

e e l l said he is "tired but already excited about next year.
lose only one player,

;aiiiii,iii?;;;;;reserve

II

The Eagl es

guard Eddie C onley, by graduation.
(more)

msu basketball 2 - 2-2-2-2-2

,
Lcoach Jack Bl ack and Coach Mutt Varney each made • solid
contri.bution!o our program OS
this season, 11 the head coach said.
-\
Varney, a graduate assistant ,
Black is the freshman coach and a varsity assistant.
i most
of the scouting.
l:_rarrell said his five starters - - Coulter, Howard Wallen, Bill
, _, -.::.~_
- < 6Wld '(~c.,e\'" (.
Dotson, Ron Nicholson and Eugene Lyons -of pos -season

..... ...

recognition.
other young men who came through for us in the
clutch,

11

he said.

11

Bubb a Abell, Lowell Ashby and Ken Noll

-

job of coming off the bench and lighting the fire.

·i11••
-----

-

~ did

when we needed it.

a fine

11

lHarrell said the .squad's other three members -- Conley, Dee

Unsel d and J oe Stallworth -- "wo r ked hard in p ractice all year to

keep the regulars on the beam.

••a
-

l::_his year's

11

mark gives Harrell a 37-39 record in three seasons
and a championshi

try start, " ~ said~"'"lllilflllll.l'llfl...l!~iiiil~lij~~W\itfill~ftt:i..liliimi1111~~
Harrell said he was
Jllilll.i'fillllliil!!li!l-- • • - •(grateful for those at the university who supported
t year's losing effort/
t
j '
CS
"because they shared my faith in the
came throu h
young men w
turned t h ings around this season. 11

-

~yeo.r,_/
As for next
Harrell expects to get help from "three or four 11 me ml
........._ He said his/
of this year's freshman squad. ~ recruiting this spring is aimed at
"more rebounding power and even better shooters, if we can find them .

11

MSU averaged 91. 4 points per game this year and had a school record
team fie l d goal percentage of

l

-

e

4 7. 5 .

Make no mistake about it, Bill Harrell likes being on top.
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MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY
MOREHEAD, KENTUCKY 40351

TELEPHONE:
Area Code 606/783-3325

{Special to The Morehead News)

The turf was partially frozen but no one seemed to notice here

•

Saturday morning as the Morehead State University football team zipped
through the first day of spring practice under new head coach Roy Terry.
"It was a fine workout," he said afterward.

•

"We had great

enthusiasm and hustle in spite of the weather."
Nearly 100 candidates, including 31 lettermen from last year's
7-3 team, greeted MSU's mostly new grid staff as the drills opened in

•

30-degree temperatures .
"It was cold but not too cold for these young men," the 30year-old head coach said of his first look at the personnel he inherited
nearly two months ago.
Terry, a former assistant at Louisville, had the offensive
units on defense and the defensive squads playing offense as part of
what he calls "a total evaluation of everyone around here who even suspects he can play football."
Linemen were under special scrutiny because both line coaches,
Vince Sernary on defense and Torn Lichtenberg with offense, also are new
additions at MSU.
Holdovers from the previous staff are Dan Walker, offensive
backs, and Mike Gottfried, defensive backs.
All four assistants echoed Terry's appraisal of the first day
effort.
"Actually, it was much better than we expected in view of all
of the changes," said Walker.
111111111111
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OFFICE OF SPORTS INFORMATION
MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY
MOREHEAD, KENTUCKY 40351

TELEPHONE:
Area Code 606 / 783-3325

{Special to The Morehead News)

M6Rehead State erupted for 12 runs in the third inning o f the
second game en route to a 15-1 v ictory and a doubleheader sweep over
Taylor University here Saturday in the first baseball action of the
year for both schools.
The Eagles of Coach Sonny Allen took the first game, 4-3,
when Taylor catcher Curt White allowed a passed ball with the score tied
and runaers on second and third in the bottom on the last inning .
MSU, now 2-0 on the year, is idle until Cincinnati c omes to
town Thursday for a single game.
The decisive play in the first game developed after Bob
Richards and pinch hitter Jim Schlemmer hit back-to-back singles.
Glenn McDaniel went all the way for MSU, allowing six hits.

Starter

Stan Frantz

was the loser.
The second game outburst included only one extra base hit,
a double by Mark Dille.

Scott Culver also doubled for Taylor.

Jeff

Garman was the winner and Art Hewitt took the loss.
Doug Rupp crashed a two-run horner for Taylor in the opener .
MSU's Dille, a junior from Dayton, Ohio, had four hits in
the twinbill and drove in fi v e runs.

Horner Cablish added three sing les

and three RBI's •
111111111111

•

OFFICE OF SPORTS INFORMATION
MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY
MOREHEAD, KENTUCKY 40351

•

MOREHEAD, Ky. --- In the chronicle of Morehead state
University football, the "Roy Terry Story" is about to begin in
earnest •

•

•

•

TELEPHONE:
Area Code 606/783-3325

Spring practice starts Friday and the new, 30-year-old head
coach expects to greet about 95 candidates, including 31 lettermen
from last year's squad which finished 7-3 overall and 4-3 in the
Ohio Valley Conference.
Terry, who was appointed early last month, is the eighth
head coach since MSU adopted intercollegiate football in 1927.
The former University of Louisville aide and his four fulltime assistant coaches must replace 11 starters - seven on defense
and four on offense - from among the 19 departed lettermen.
"We're planning a total evaluation of all personnel," Terry
said of the spring drills.

"Each player will be tried on offense

and defense and we =11 keep juggling until the best 22 fall into
place."
NEYl'1ly-namcd <..ssista;1ts are Vince Semary, defensive line,
and Tom Lichtenbers, cffen sive line.

Eoldovers from the previous

staff are Mike Gottfried, defensive backs, and Dan Walker, offensive
backs.
" I 'm confident our staff is as good as any in the league and
we' re all anx ious to pi.'- t away the paperwork and get on the field,"
Terry said.
The nf':w E::igle mentor said h e
f il ~s

h~d

been impre::;sed with game

of s c 1;-=:.=c..l returning players and i.:.ha t the squad had exhibited

a "great" attitude in the winter conditioning program.
Terry announced the annual Blue-Gold Game has been
scheduled Saturday, April 22.

The kickoff time has not been s e t.
#####
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... OFFICE OF SPORTS INFORMATION
MOREHE AD STA TE UNIVERSITY
MOREHEAD, KENTU'CKY 40351

TELEPHONE:
Area Code 606/783-3 3 25

. (Special to The Morehead New s)

Morehead State University 1 s spring sports program opened at home on
a winning note Monday as the Eagle tennis squad defeated Morris Harvey,
6-3, at Breathitt Sports Center.
Coach George Sadler 1 s netters won five singles matches and one
doubles event in w hat the coach described as "a good opening

effoT~ 0

11

Singles winners for MSU were Tracy Crew, Bill Spell, Craig Orr,
Charlie Pierce and Mike Purtz .

Spell and Orr also won in doubles.

The next t e nnis foes are Marshall on March 29 and Louisville
on March 31, both at home.
.

.

MSU 1 s golfers are playing th'.is week in the University of Miami
I

Invitational at Miami, Fla.
week in the

Coach Ed Bignon 1 s links men competed last

11

Shootout In the South 11 at Lancaster, S. C.

Their first home

match is April 4 a gainst M a r s hall.
Coach Sonny Allen 1 s b as eball squad travele d to Charleston, W. Va.
yesterday (Wedne sday) to ope n the season at Morris Harvey in a twinbill.
The Eagles ' ope n a t home Saturday in a 1 p. m. doubleheader against Taylor
University.
More h e ad Sta t e 1 s track t e am went to In s titute, W. Va. yesterday to
open the s pring campaig n a gai ns t West Virginia S tate.
is April 7 in a dua l m eet a gains t G e or g etown.

######
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OFFICE OF SPORTS INFORMATION
MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY
MOREHEAD, KENTUCKY 40351

TELEPHONE:
Area Code 606/783-3325

MOREHEAD, Ky. --- Leonard Coulter, Morehead State University':
basketball standout, has been named to the "All-America Sophomore
Team" selected by "Basketball Weekly," a national publication based
in Detroit.
The 6-5 forward fron Danville was listed among the nation's
top 15 sophomores, including Bill Walton of UCLA and Tom McMillen

•

of Maryland.
Coulter led MnU this year to a 16-11 record and a share of

•

the Ohio Valley Conference championship.

He was named the OVC's

"Sophomore of the Year" and to the All-OVC squad after leading the
league in rebounding with 14.2 per game und finishing second in
scoring with an average of 24.1.
Coulter was voted the "most valuable player" in the New
castle Holiday Festival which the Eagles won last December.

He

became MSU's highest scoring sophomore in history, eclipsing the
old mark by nearly 200 points.
His scoring high tl1is year was 42 against Tennessee Tech
which placed him sixth on the school's all-time, single-game scoring
list.
"Leonard is an outstanding basketball player and certainly
deserving of this national recognition," said Head Coach Bill Harrell .
"You'll be hearing much more about him in the next two years."
Otber .t-.lSTJ sophor:" .orcs

winning post-season honors were Howard

Wallen, a member of the All-OVC team, and Eugene Lyons and Bill
Dotson, each given honorable mention in All-OVC balloting.
Coulter was the runner-up in OVC "Player of the Year" voting
and Harrell tied for second in the "Coach of the Year" tally.
~-21-72
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lMlAMl,

Fla. --- The Morehead State University golf team held onto

fourt1l49place in a 64-team field as the first round ended late Wednesday
~
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Terry , a former assist·, t a t Louisville , had the offensi ve
units on defense qnd the defenc-ive squads playing offense as part of
'hat he calls "a. total evaluation of eVvJ.;fOne &round nere v:ho even
suspEcts he can play footoall . "
Line~en

were under sp cial scrutiny Jecquse both line coachbs ,

Vince Semary on defense and Tow Licntenberg i;rith offense , also are
new additions at MSU ,
Holdovers from

th~

prPvious staff are Dan Walker , offensive backs,

and iv!ike Gottfried , defensive bacL •
All four assistnnts echoed Terry' 3 appraisal of the first day
effort .
" Actuqlly , it
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than we expected in view of all of
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The Eagles of Coach So•my Allen tool{ the first gBme., 4-.3.1

•

41/!,1. when Taylor catcher Curt White allowed a passed ball ''li th the

score tied enJ runners on second '- nl third in the bottom on

m. tA.e

last inning .
~SU ,

now 2- 0 on the year, is idle until Cincinnati comes

to town Thursday for a single.

~
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The decisive play in tne first g8me
300 Richards

hit back- to-back sinc:;les .
way for MSU ,

game .
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and pinch hitter Jim Schle:::n:ner

Sta"'ter Glenn McDaniel went all the

11owing six hits .

Stan Frantz was the loser .

The second game out':>ur st included only one extra ·)ase hit ,
a double by Mark Dille .

Scott Culver

al~o

douJ l ed for Taylor.

Jeff Gar"'la.n was the winner <md Art Hewitt took the loss .
a two-run homer for Taylor in
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OFFICE OF SPORTS INFORMATION
MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY
~OREHEAD, KENTUCKY 40351

TELEPHONE:
AC: 606/783-3325

MOREHEAD, Ky.---Seven Morehead State University seniors have
been chosen to appear in the 1972 edition of "Outstanding College
Athletes of America."
Selected from MSU were Ron Little and John High, football ;
Dave Bostelman, wrestling; Mark Lennon, swimming; Randy Shelton,
soccer; Gary Cress, baseball; and Bill Spannuth, golf.
Coaches and athletic directors from across the nation
nominated the winning athletes on the basis of their displayed
abilities in athletics and in community service and campus activities .
Biographies of all honorees will be included in the 1972
edi tion to be published in July.

########
*Little, Fort Payne, Ala., linebacker.
*High, Finneytown, Ohio, split end.
*Bostelman, Dayton, Ohio, 190-pound class.
*Lennon, East Providence, R . I., individual medley.
*Shelton, Ashland, Ky., fullback .
*Cress, Salisbury , N.C., third baseman.

*Spannuth. Anderson . Ind.
3-27-72

OFFICE OF SPORTS INFORMATION
IDREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY
MOREHEAD, KENTUCKY 40351

~~REREAD,

TELEPHONE:
AC: 606/783-3325

Ky.---A free golf clinic is scheduled April 13

and 14 at Morehead State University.
co-sponsored by MSU and the National Golf Foundation, the
clinic will feature the latest methods in golf instruction by
visition professional Carol Johnson of Cincinnati.
Mrs. Johnson, a teaching pro at Green Hills country Club,
is an area consultant for the National Golf Foundation and a member
of the Ladies Professional Golfers Golf Association (LPGA).
Equipment will be provided but participants are asked to
bring their own clubs, if possible.

The clinic is being staged at

Laughlin Health Building each day from 9 a.m. to 4:30 p.m .
Clinic subjects include approaching, putting, short irons,
long irons, woods, instructional aids and demonstration lessons.
The clinic is free and open the public.
University facilities for housing and meals are available.
Reservations should be directed to Dr. Charles Thompson, Department
of Physical Education,

~Drehead

State University, Morehead, Ky. 40351

The office phone is 606/783- 2259 and his home number is 606/7 84-9 640 .

II 1111 II II##
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OFFTC:F OF SPORTS INFORMATION
~IJR ;..rt79 D STATE UNIVER3ITY
· }{!)'t'Jl;r.,-;.AD,

TELEPHONE:
AC: 606/783-3325

KENTUCKY 40351
M<·lU H~AD,

Ky. ---After two weeks on the road, the Morehead

State Unive, s:ty golf team is home to rest from what coach Ed Bignon
calls "a v e?:y e x citing journey."
Th3 Eagles won four quadrangular matches at Lancaster,

s.c.

in the "Shootout In The South" and then went on to a surprising

sixth place finish last week in the University of Miami Invitational
at Miami, Fla.

The tourney drew 64 schools.

Bill Spannuth, a former Ohio Valley Conference ch2mpion
and two-time NCAA participant, got off to a fast start and may be
back to top form, Bignon reported.
The chunky senior had a three-under 69 for the lowest
round of the week at Lancaster and finished 10th in a field of more
than 300 individuals at Miami with a nine-over 295, including another
69 .
"Bill played well throughout the trip and he seems to be
back in the groove of two years ago," said Bignon, who also serves
as MSU's club professional.
Spannuth holds the course record of nine-under 61 .
home is Anderson, Ind.

His

He won the ovc crown in 1970 and finished 12th

in the NCAA.
Bignon also had praise for the play of Skip Welch, a junior
from Louisville, and Wes Martin, a freshman from Winchester,

Martin's

best round in Miami was a 73 and Welch had a 75.
"The team did better than I expected," Bignon said .

"We've

come a long way but there's still a lot of room for improvement."
The Eagles return to action April 4 at home against Mars hall
in their first dual match.

#######
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(Special to The Moreh e ad News )

•
T he Mor ehead Sta te Unive rsity track team won eight events

•

Monday t o take second place in a triangular m eet at West Virginia
S tate Colle ge .
It was the firs t action of the y ear for MSU ' s cinderme n and
Coach Earl B entley said he was pleased w ith the s howing.
The fina l scores were W. Va . State 9 1, MS U 82 and W. Va.
Tech 15 .
" Ou r young men did a good job on a wet t rack i n their firs t
m eet ,

Dr. B e ntle y said.

11

encouraged

a~

1

HWe ne ed more work i n some events but I' m
I

this point. 11

Two MSU trackmen took two fir st plac e s each.
won the 880 and m ile runs.

Ron Pontrich

Terry B eckh a m to ok the. long j ump and tripl e

j ump.
Other first place s for the Eagl e s we re Da n Price , three-mile;

J im

Bayes , 120' hurdles ; Dave Neely, high jump; and Walt L eonard , dis c us .
MSU' s fir s t home m eet is Friday, April 7 , against G e or getown
College at 2:30 p. m.

####11'1/ If###
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OFFICE OF SPORTS INFORMATION
MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY
MOREHEAD, KENTUCKY 40351

TELEPHONE:
Area Code 606/783-3325

MOREHEAD, Ky. --- Morehead State University has announced
a 10-garne schedule for the 1972 football season.
Head Coach Roy Terry's first year at the MSU helm starts
at home on Sept. 9 in a night game with Xavier.

The Musketeers return

to the Eagle schedule after an absence of 22 years.
The card lists other non-conference foes Marshall and
Illinois State and MSU's seven sister schools in the Ohio Valley
Conference.
Five games are on the road and five will be played at
home in Breathitt Sports Center Stadium.

Tennessee Tech is the Horne-

corning Day opposition on Oct. 21.
1972 SCHEDULE
Sept. 9

xavier

Morehead, Ky.

Sept. 16

Marshall

Huntington,

w.

7:30 p .rn. EDT
Va.

1 : 30 p.m. EDT

Sept. 23

*Middle Tenn.

Murfreesboro, Tenn.

7 : 30 p.m. CDT

Sept . 30

*Murray St.

Morehead, Ky.

7:30 p.m. EDT

Oc t. 7

*Austin Peay

Clarksville, Tenn.

7 : 30 p .rn. CDT

Oct . 21

Morehead, Ky.

2:30 p.m. EDT

Oct . 28

*Tenn . Tech
(Homecoming)
*Western Ky.

Morehead, Ky.

2 p .rn. EDT

~ov.

*East Tenn.

Johnson City, Tenn.

2 p .rn. EST

Morehead, Ky.

2 p .rn. EST

Richmond, Ky.

1:30 p.m. EST

4

Nov. l :L
Nov . 1 8

Illinois St.
*Eastern Ky.

*OVC games

##111111#11
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(Special to the Danville Advocate -Messenger)

•

•

•

•

•

MOREHEAD, Ky. --- If basketball teams gave awards to reserves
who hustle all of the time and dedicate themselves to making the s t arters
work hard in practice, then Joe Stallworth of Danville would get such a
trophy at Morehead State University.
Stallworth, a former DHS teammate of MSU 1 s new All-American,
Leonard Coulter, played just briefly on the Eagle varsity this year but, in
the words of Head Coach Bill Harrell, made "a very definite contribution.

"We developed into a championship team this year because our young
men were talented and because Joe and the others made them give tremendous
effort every day in practice. "
Stallworth, a sophomore, is the son of Bobby L. Stallworth of
Danville.

•

•

•

•

11

H e is majoring in physical education and hopes to become a coach.

#######
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OFFICE OF SPORTS INFORMATION
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(Special to The S e ntinel-News)

•

MOREHEAD, Ky. --- Some told Lowell Ashby of Shelby County
that, at 6-3, he could never play basketball as a college forward.

•

But the former Shelby County High School standout knew better
and proved it this season at Morehead State University as he became a
key reserve on the young team which won a share of the Ohio Valley

•

Conference championship •
"Lowell really helped us late in the season,
Harrell, a former SCHS mentor.
and his jumping ability is uncanny.

11

11

said Head Coach Bill

He is smart and plays good defense

11

Ashby, a sophomore, is the son of Mr. and Mrs. Kenneth J. Ashby,

•

Rt. 3, Shelbyville •
11

As his shooting continues to improve, he should be even more

important to us in the future,

11

Harrell added.

#######
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{Special to The Sentinel-Echo)

MOREHEAD, Ky. - -- Bill Dotson the defensive ace became Bill
D otson the p ointmaker this season o n the More head State University
b asketball team.
The 6 - 4 stand out from Hazel Green High School received honorable
mention in the All-Ohio Valley Conference voting aft er averaging more
than 12 points a game on the young team which won a share of the OVC
title.
Dotson, a sophomore guard, is the son of Mr. and Mrs. Orie R.
Dot son, Rt. 3, London.
11

Bill shot much better than we expected this season and it r eally paid

off for u s in c lose games,

11

said Head Coach Bill Harrell.

ball superbly and directed the offense a lmost flawlessly.

11

He handled the

11

Dotson, called "Mr. Defense" by his coach, a lso recorded 100
assists in his first varsity season in major college basketball.
11

He 1 s a real scrapper,

11

Harrell added.

#######
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O F FICE OF SPORTS INFORMATION
MORE HEAD STATE UNIVERSITY
MOREHEA D, KENTUCKY 40351

TELEPHONE:
Area Code 606/ 783- 3325

(Special to the Pike County News)

MOREHEAD, Ky. --- Scoring more than 400 points as a sophomore
in major college basketball is quite a feat but Eugene Lyons of Johns Creek
did it this season and no one was surprised.
The 6-5 forward averaged nearly 15 points a game and receive d
honorable mention in balloting for the All-Ohio Valley Conference t eam
after the y oung Eagles won a share of the OVC championship.
Lyons, a former All-Stater at Johns Creek High, is the son of Mr.
and Mrs. Elster Lyons, Rt. 1, Pikeville.
"Eugene had a fantastic year for us," said Head Coach Bill Harrell.
"His aggressive style of play and that great speed and quickness made him
a constant threat, both offensively and defensively; 11
Lyons, whose individual high game was 28, also averaged nearly
seven rebounds a game for MSU.
"He's a dandy and we're really looking forward to his next two
seasons,

11

Harrell added.
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(Special to the Palm Beach Times)

MOREHEAD, Ky. --- Ron Nicholson is from Florida but he really
learned to like Kentucky basketball this year at Morehead State
University.
The 6-8 junior center averaged nearly 11 rebounds and 10 points
a game as the young Eagles charged to a 16-11 record and a share of the
Ohio Valley Conference championship.
But it was defensively that Nich olson -- a young man from West Pal m
Beach playing with four Kentuckians - - really made an impression on fans
in the Southeastern United States.
The lanky pivotman set two school records this season with 12
blocked shots in a singl e game and 104 blocks for the year.
"Ron had a great year and really helped us develop into a championship
team," said Head C oach Bill Harrell.
having him back with us next season.

"We 1 re certainly l ooking forward to

11

Nicholson, who is majoring in physical education, transferred to MSU
this year from Seminole Junior College.

He is the son of Mr. and Mrs.

William Nicholson, 734 19th St., West Palm Beach.
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(Special to the Leb anon Enterprise)

MOREHEAD, Ky. - -- Bubba Abell picked up a new nickname this
year on the Morehead State Univ:ersity basketball team.
The 6-2 junior guard averaged neariy six points a game as the
team's first reserve and the young Eagles charged to a 16-11 record and
a share of the Ohio Valley Conference championship.
The new nickname deve loped after Bubba, a former s tandout at
Lebanon St. Augustine, came off the bench to ignite three winning rallies
in MSU 1 s stretch drive.
He reportedly told a teammate:
"When Bubba comes in, it's showtime.111
So, at least for the rest of this sc hool y ear , the stocky junior forward
will b e known as "Showtime.
11

11

He 1 s an e lectrifying player,

11

said Head Coach Bill Harrell.

"The

fans 1 ove him and h e seems to get things moving with good shooting, cool
ball handling and his good work in the pressing defenses.

11

"We 1 re really looking forward t o having him with us again next
season,

11

Harrell added.
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(Special to the Paintsville Herald)

MOREHEAD, Ky. --- Morehead State University Basketball Coach
Bill Harrell calls him

11

Mr. Penetration. 1 1 But to MSU 1 s opposition, he 1 s

a curly-haired bundle of trouble.
Howard Wallen is his given name and he became an All-Ohio Valley
Conference player this season as the young Eagles charged to a 16-11
record and a share of the OVC championship.
Wallen, a sophomore guard, averaged more than 16 points a game
and rewrote the school record for assists in a season with 1 69.

He twice

c omple ted 12 scoring passes in a single ga IIDre.
11

11

Howard did all we expected him to d o and more,

11

said Harrell.

He is a terrific young basketball player and will become even better as

his defense and outside shooting continue to improve .

11

Wallen, a former high school All-Ame rican at Johnson Central,
is the son of Howard W. Wallen Sr. of Williamsport.

He is majoring

in pre-dentistry and is marrie d to the forme r D e bbie Elkins.
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(Special to The Cincinnati Enquirer)

MOREHEAD, Ky. --- Kenny Noll of Bellevue became an oddity
in major college basketball this year at Morehead State University.
The former Newport Catholic standout came up to the MSU varsity
as a

11

walk-on" and proceeded to earn himself a scholarship and become

one of the team 1 s two most valuable reserves.
11

He did a great job for us,

11

said Head Coach Bill Harrell.

11

His

hustle and determination more than made up for his lack of size as a
college forward.

11

The 6-2, 190-pound scrapper played in 24 games and averaged more
than five points a game, including a season high of 22 in the championshi. p
game of the New Castle Holiday Festival.
MSU finished the campaign with a 16-11 record and a share of the
Ohio Valley Conference championship.

########
(Noll is the son of Mr. and Mrs. Pete Noll, 463 Washington Ave., Bellevue)
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(Special to the Morehead News )

Morehead State University' s spri ng athletes were victorious on
two fronts l ast week as the baseball team dropped Cincinnati, 7-5, and
the tennis squad whipped Louisville, 8 -1.
Co ach S_onny A llen' s baseballers played Marshall to a 7-7 tie
Monday b efore the game was suspended because of rain.

•

completed May 3 at Marshall.

It will be

A Tuesday d oubl eheader with Eastern

Michigan was canceled because of wet grounds .
Coach George Sadl er ' s tennis Eagl es were rained out at home Monday and
at Cumberland Tuesday.

They will be on the road this weekend a t

Tennessee Tech and East Tennessee in the first OVC action of the year.
Coach Earl Bentley's trackmen host Georgetown Thursday at
3 p. m. in their first home meet.

They compete this we ekend in the UK

Relays at L exington.
C oach Ed Bignon' s golfers went to Marshall Tuesday for a
triangul a ·r match w ith Marshall and Ohi o U.

They are entered t his

weekend in the Mid-Sout h C l as sic at Monteagle , Tenn.
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(Special to the Morehead News)

A free golf clinic is scheduled April 13 and 14 at
Morehead State University.
Co-sponsored by MSU and the National Golf Foundation,
the clinic will feature the latest methods run golf instruction
by visiting professional Carol Johnson of Cincinnati.
Mrs. Johnson, a teaching pro at Green Hills Country
Club, is an area consultant for the National Golf Foundation
and a member of the Ladies Professional Golfers Golf Association
(LPGA) •
Equipment will be provided but participants are asked to
bring their own clubs, if possible.

The clinic is being staged at

Laughlin Health Building each day from 9 a.m. to 4:30 p.m.
Clinic subjects include approaching, putting, short irons,
long irons, woods, instructional aids and demonstration lessons.
The clinic is free and open to the public.
University facilities for housing and meals are available.
Reservations should be directed to Dr. Charles Thompson, Department
of Physical Education, Morehead State University, Morehead, Ky. 40351.
The office phone is 606 / 783-2259 and his home number is 606 / 784-9640.
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MOREHEAD, Ky.---Roy M. Terry, the new head football coach at
Morehead State University, may soon qualify as an ecologist.
He's using spring practice to "recycle

11

football players

and it appears to be paying off.
Nine players who have been switched to new positions are on
first units and four others are on second teams with spring drills
nearly half finished.
The new Eagle mentor reports he is "very pleased" with the
changeovers and feels the "recycling" probably has solved some of
his manpower problems resulting from the graduation loss of 20
lettermen ,

~ncluding

10 starters, from last year's 7-3 team.

"Our coaches have been suprised at how quickly some of these
young men have adapted to new jobs," said the 30-year-old Terry.
"But this only proves that a good athlete can play almost anywhere,
depending on his size, of course."
The Eagles lost three offensive starters and seven on defense
so Terry started experimenting on the first day of practice and the
juggling continues.

"Some guys have been tried at two or three

positions and are never sure where they'll be from day to day,
Terry added .

11

"But that' s how we'll find the best 22 players for this

fall."
The offense needed two linemen and a split end so tackle
Dave Cox moved over from defense, center Mike Hawkins shifted next
door to guard and defens ive back Mark Altenburger became a wide
receiver.

{MORE)

football drills 2222222

Defensively, seven holes were left so offensive tackle Arnold
Drury became a defensive end, linebacker Roland Williams moved to the
other end slot, strong safety Ken Hass moved up to be a linebacker ,
end Louis Gideon moved backward to another linebacking spot and wide
receiver Dennis Crowley and running back Doug McCray switched sides
to join the secondary .
Terry, who was named to the MSU post in February, says his
chief concern at this point is lack of experience on the defensive
unit .

He has 14 defensive lettermen back but three are missing spring

workouts because of injuries.
The offense has 19 letter winners returning but wide
receivers and running backs are scarce .

However, the "recycling"

program is turning up some prospects and Terry is far from
discouraged.
He announced that the annual Blue-Gold game will be played
April 22 at 2 p.m. in Breathitt Sports Center Stadium.
is 50 cents for students and one dollar for others.

Admission

Most of the

proceeds go to MSU's Interfraternity and Panhellenic Councils for
scholarships.
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(Weekend Sports Roundup)

MOREHEAD, Ky. --- Rain was h ed out baseball and golf but

•

tennis and track came up with winners in Morehead State University's
weekend spo rts activity.
T wo new school records were established in track as Dr. Earl
Bentley's Eagles swamped Georgetown, 11 2-18, in the first dual meet
of the year and later competed in the prestigious UK Relays.
Senior Dan Price br oke his own mark in the 3 -mile run with a
time of 14:10. 3 against Georgetown, b ettering the old s tandard by nearly
13 seconds.

Terry Beckham went 48 feet, 3 inches in the triple jump

at Lexington, eclipsing his per s anal MSU record of 4 7 feet.
The Eagle cindermen return to action Friday at home in a dual
meet against Louisville at 2:30 p. m.
Coach George Sadler 1 s tennis Eagles ran their record to 3- 1 by
s plitting a weekend road trip, losing 8-1 at Tennessee Tech and winning 5-4
at East Tennessee .

They host Marshall at 1 p. m. Tuesday and hit the

road next weekend for matches at Murray and Western Kentucky.
The baseball squad was idle b ecause rain prevented two doubleheaders
with Ashland College.

Coach Sonny Allen's Eagles are 4-1, excluding last week's

7-7 suspended game with Marshall.

It will be completed May 3 in Huntington.

The baseball schedule this week lists a doubleheader at Louisville Monday
and twinbills at home Wednesday, Friday and Saturday.
Coach Ed Bignon's golfers were entered in the Mid-South Classic at
Sewanee, Tenn. which was canceled after nine holes because of bad weather.
They compete in the Kentucky Intercollegiate in Lexington on Monday and
then are idle until April 28.
(4-9-72)
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MOREHEAD, Ky.---Custer Reynolds, academic vice presiu ent of
Asbury College, will be the principal speaker Friday night at
Morehead State University's annual Basketball Awards Banquet.
Reynolds, an MSU alumnus, will address the 6 : 30 p . m. session
in the Ballroom of the Adron Doran University Center .
Tickets are $2.50 and may be purchased at the door or the
University Business Office.
Head Coach Bill Harrell and his assistants will present
eight awards to members of this year's Ohio Valley conference
c hampionship team.

Also honored will be members of the freshman

squad .
Dr. Rex Chaney is toastmaster and the Rev. Hugh Brooks
will deliver the invocation.
MSU President Adron Doran will respond to the main
address .
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LEXINGTON, Ky.---Charlie Doran of Morehead State defeated
Uorm Barnhart of Kentucky on the first hole of a sudden deat h

e

p l ~y -

o ff here this we ek to capture the individual title in the f i r s t
annu al Kentucky Intercollegiate Golf Tournament .
MUrray State won the team championship by one stroke over
Morehead State, 770-771.

Other team scores were Kentucky, 781 :

Eastern Kentucky, 794: and Louisville, 799.
Doran and Barnhart were tied at 149 at the end of the 36 hole tournament at Spring Valley country Club.

Doran parred the

f irst playoff hole while Barnhart took a single bogey .
The top five finishes :
149-Doran and Barnhart
150-Bill Spannuth, Morehead St.
151-Vern Marcoullier, Murray St .
153-John Quertermous, Murray St .
154 -Skip Welch, Morehead St. , and Chris Pigott, Murray St.
"Charlie did a great job and his game is improving faster
than anyone I've ever coached," said MSU Golf Coach Ed Bignon .
"R~ 's

a hard worker and that determination is paying off."
Doran, a sophomore from central Square, N.Y ., came to MSU

a s a "walk-on " last year and earned a scholarship.

He is studying

ph ysical education and hopes to become a golf professional.

#######
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(Special to The Morehead News)

MOREHEAD, Ky. --- Rain hampered baseball and golf but tennis
and track came up with winners in Morehead State University's weekend sports activity.
Two new school records were established in track as Dr. Earl
Bentley's Eagles swamped Georgetown, 112-18, in the first dual meet
of the year and later competed in the prestigious UK Relays.
Senior Dan Price broke his own mark in the 3-mile run with a
time of 14:10.3 against Georgetown, bettering the old standard by
nearly 13 seconds.

Terry Beckham went 48 feet, 3 inches in the triple

jump at Lexington, eclipsing his personal MSU record of 47 feet.
Coach George Sadler's tennis Eagles ran their record to 3-1
by splitting a weekend road trip, losing 8-1 at Tennessee Tech and
winning 5-4 at East Tennessee.
The baseball squad was idle because rain prevented two doubleheaders with Ashland College.
Coach Ed Bignon's golfers finished third in the rain-shortened
Mid-South Classic at Sewanee, Tenn.

####1111111111
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WI NTER SPORTS SCOREBOARD
Moreh ead State Univer sity

•
•

•

VARSI 'l'Y BASKETBALL (Final )
DuquGene 76 , MSU 63
o r al Rober ts 105, ~SU 103 (OT )
MSU 131 , St . Peter' s 92
Marshal l 1 05 , MSU 82
MSU 85 , Wi nona St ate 72
MSU 98 , St . Jos e ph's 90
Indiana St:ate 95 , i:su 89
MSU 103 , Marsha ll 98
MSU 104 , Illino is S t. 94
MSU 81 , Mu r ray St. 65
Aus tin Peay 113, MSU 104
Wes t e rn Ky . 77 , MSU 74
MSU 64, Middle Tenn. 63
East Tennessee 83 , MSU 0 1
MSU 101, T enn essee Tech 90
MSU 94 , Eastern Ky . 93
MSU 87 , Indiana State 79
Toledo 105, MSU 88
MSU 100 , Austin Peay 97
MSU 89, Murray S t . 80
MSU 71, Mi ddle Tenn. 68
Western Ky . 103, MS:J 97 (OT )
MSU 98, Tenn. Tuch 96
MSU 124, East T enn . 99
Ea stern Ky . 1 21 , MSU 9 1
H SU 82, Western Ky . 79
Eastern Ky. 98 , MSU 86
(W- 1 6 , L-ll)
WRESTLH~G

FRESHf'l.AN BJ\SICE'rDl\ T.T. (Fi n::1 l)
MSU 1 0 3, Wes t e r n Ky •. 86
Louisvi l le 93 , MSU 73
MSU 1 19 , Prestonsburg CC 84
MSU 99 , Lees 85
Tr a nsyl vania JV 102, MSU 81
MSU 1 02 , Somerset 92
MSU 1 01 , Marshall 09
MSU 85 , Somerset 71
Transy l vani a JV 70 , MSU 68
MSU 87, Eastern Ky . 80
'MSU 105 , Alice Lloyd 93
Alice Lloyd 81 , MSU 77 ·
MSU 90 , Alic e Lloyd 81
MSU 115 , Prestonsburg 78
MSU 107, Sue Bennett 73
Lees 100, MSU 88
Ohio U . 91 , MSU 77
MSU 90 , Ohio U . 8 1
(W-1 2 , L-6)

SWINMIKG (Final)

(Fi;-i.a l)

MSU 49, Morris Hnrvey 6
West Liberty 23, z.:su 20
Mar sha ll 27, HSU 11
E::istern Ky . 23 , !13U 13
KSU 36 , Cedarville 12
Eastern Ky . 35 , MSU 5
Da yton 21 , MSU 15
Eastern Ky . 25 , MSU 15
West Virginia 21 , MSU 15
Marsha l l 34 , MSU 18
MSU 21 , Maryvi ll e 15
(W-3 , L -8)

MSU 77, Lo uisville 36
MSU 94 , St . Louis 19
MSU 75, Centre 38
NSU 69 , W. Va . Tech 44
MSU 6 1 , Morris Harve y 52
Ma r s h a ll 64 , MSU 38
Miami (Ohio) 100, MSU 12
Kentucky 92 , MSU 12
Western Ky . 73 , MSU 39
Witt e nburg 66 , MSU 45
(W-5 , L-5)

WOMEN' s BASKETBALJ. (Final )
Ke ntu cky 55 , HSU 33
Kentucky 51 , MSU 47
llSU 48, Be r ea 30
~SU 42, Ge orgetown 36
Easter n Ky . 59, MSU 44
Murray St. 44 , MSU 4 1
MSU 56 , Compbe l l ~d ll P 10
MSU 45 , Centre 31
.CW-4 , L-4)
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MOREHEAD, Ky. --- Morehead State University Golf Professional
Ed Bignon has announced plans for a summer golf camp June 25-30 at
the University Course.
The first annual MSU Golf camp is open to boys from 10 to 18.
However, high school seniors in summer classes and this year's high
school graduates are not eligible under NCAA regulations.
Bignon, who also serves as the Eagle golf coach, described
the camp as "a week of solid, professional instruction in golf fundamentals with each participant playing a minimum of 27 holes daily."
The staff includes Bignon, MSU Assistant Pro Eddie
D'Allesandro, and two other PGA members, three-time Kentucky Open
champ Jim Ferriell Jr. and another touring pro to be announced next
month.
Assisting will be members of the MSU golf squad, including
former Ohio Valley Conference champion Bill Spannuth and Kentucky
Intercollegiate titlist Charlie Doran.
The camp fee is $90, including housing, meals, insurance
and practice balls.

Rental clubs will be available.

Applications are being sent to all Kentucky golf courses
and also may be obtained from Ed Bignon, PO Box 253, Morehead,
Ky . 40351.
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MOREHEAD, Ky.---Weather forecasters are not too popu l ar
these days with Morehead State university Baseball Coach Sonny Alle n .
His Eagles have been rained out of 15 games, includ ing 10
in the past week.

Fourteen of the rainouts were supposed to be home

games and only four have been rescheduled so far because of the s hort
season.
MSU's baseballers are 5-2 on the spring and have a
suspended game with Marshall to finish next month.

It was tied 7-7

after six innings when the rains came 10 days ago and, according to

Allene they haven't left yet.
"This has been a terrible spring, " he said.

"We should

have played 23 games by now but this weather has been imposs ible .
our y oung pitchers really need work but it's hard to pitch wearing
b oots."
Senior rightfielder Mark Dille leads the Eagle batsme n
wi t h a . 464 average on 13 hits in 28 trips .

He is tied for the RBI

l e ad at 10 with sophomore first baseman Horner Cablish .

Freshma n

righthander Jeff Garman leads the pitchers with a 3-0 mark .

Gary

Kohls , another first-year righthander, has the best earned run
average, 1 . 17 .
Junior shortstop Bob Ison is the home run leade r with
t wo and junior righthander Glenn McDaniel has had the best pitc hing
effort, a one-hitter against Louisville.
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MOREHEAD, Ky.---The second annual Morehead State University
Basketball Camp, featuring Head Coach Bill Harrell, will have three
sessions this summer on the MSU campus .
The one-week camps are scheduled to begin July 9 , 16 an d 23.
,
Harrell said the camp again would stress basketball theory and
fundamentals with daily practice drills and demonstrations and unlimited play on MSU's five indoor courts .
The camp's guest faculty consists of Jack Black, MSU assistant
coach, and seven high school head coaches, including Julian
Cunningham of Bath County, Bill Fultz of Carroll County, Bert
Greene of West carter county, Pete Grigsby of McDowell, Don Lane
o f Woodford county, Wayne Martin of Pikeville and Phillip Wood of
Pen dleton county .
outstanding college and professional players will appear each
It '

w

week as special staff members .
The inclusive fee for each session is $75, including meals,
lodging in MSU's air-conditioned residence halls, insurance and a
camp

uniform .
Applications have been sent to every high school and junior

high basketball coach in Kentucky.

Additional copies are available

f rom Coach Bill Harrell, Morehead State University Basketball Camp,
r.1orehead, Ky. 40351.
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•
MOREHEAD, Ky. --- Sophomore forward Leonard Coulter was
named Morehead State University's most valuable varsity basketball

•

player of the year recently at the annual cage banquet.
The 6-5 standout from Danville also was recognized as a
first team All-Ohio Valley Conference performer and as the school's
first sophomore All-American.
Coulter led the young Eagles to a 16-11 record and a share

•

of the Ohio Valley Conference championship, leading the league in
rebounding and finishing second in scoring.
Other awards included Howard Wallen, best playmaker; Bill
Dotson, best defensive player; Eugene Lyons, "Eagle" trophy for
hustle; Ron Nicholson, "Mr. Rejector" trophy for most blocked shots;
Bubba Abell, outstanding substitute; Eddie Conley, outstanding
senior; Lowell Ashby, scholastic trophy; and Arch Johnson, outstanding freshman.
Custer Reynolds, academic vice president of Asbury College ,
was the principal speaker.

He is an MSU graduate.

MSU President Adron Doran praised Head Coach Bill Harrell
as "a fine young man and a dedicated coach who brought the Eagles
back to a title in only three years."
Harrell's team tied for the league title this year with a
starting lineup of four sophomores and a junior.

#####
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(Special to Football Roundup)
MOREHEAD, Ky. - - - Pro scouts visited Morehead State
University's spring football practice almost daily and the main
attraction was senior tight end Gary Shirk.
The 6-2 , 220-pound bruis er from Marysville, Ohio, is rated
as MSU's best pro prospect in several years and is considered a
cinch to repeat as an All-Ohio Valley C onfe rence performer •

•

Head Coach Roy Terry, who was appointed in February, had
seen only films of his s tr ong, quick tight end before spring drills
opened.

Before the first day ended, Terry was echoing the prais es

of this soft- spoken farm boy who is called "Tex" by his close friends
and "trouble 11 by MSU' s opponents .
A former All-Ohio standout at Marysville High, Shirk broke into
the Eagle lineup late in his freshman season, catching 10 passes for
166 yards.

H e became a regular as a sophomore, hauling down 30

aerials for 402 yards and two touchdowns.

His junior campaign produced

27 receptions for 338 yards and two six-pointers.
Although rated a b etter - t han-ave rage receiver, Shirk 1 s major
contribution is his blocking.
"If he got credit for all of the yardage he helps other people get

with those crushing blocks, he'd lead the country in total offense,
Dave Schaetzke, MSU 1 s two-time All-OVC quarterback.
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MOREHEAD. Ky.---Morehead State University won't get its allowed
20 days of spring football practice this year but Head Coach Roy
Terry isn't unhappy.

•

"The rain will cut us short by three or four days but we've
had a great spring and our young men have shown us they want to
play, " said the first-year Eagle mentor.

•

"And we• ve found some

people who will help us fill holes this fall."
Spring drills end this Saturday with the annual Blue-Gold

•

intrasquad game at 2 p.m. in Breathitt

Spo~ts

center

St~dium •

Admission is 50 cents and proceeds go for academic scholarships.
Terry, who was appointed two months ago, said he was generally
pleased with this week's scrimmage.

He singled out junior wide

receiver Vic Wharton, junior quarterback Lou Mains and freshman
middle linebacker Rick Fox for "exceptional" performances.
Wharton, a former MSU basketball player who is a "walk-on" this
s p ring, caught three touchdown passes.

Mains, last year's backup

quarterback, threw two of the scoring aerials.

Fox was credited

with seven unassisted tackles.
"Our defense has come a long way since practice started," Terry
said of the unit which lost seven starters from last year.

"The

offense was spotty but real effective at times, considering it's a
new system for most of them."
The new head coach said he is expecting "an exciting, wide
open" game when the .. Blue Max" take on the "Gold nusters" this weekend
Terry, who will be in the pressbox as a "neutral" observer,
rates the game a "tossup."
11111111111111
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MOREHEAD, Ky. - - - Chunky placekicke r Kirk Andrews picked up
where he left off last season here Saturday with a dramatic 35-yard field
goal to give the

11

Gold Diggers" a 10-7 win over the

11

Blue Max 11 in

Morehead State University 1 s spring football game.
The 5-6, 1 90-pound senior-to-be booted the decisive three-pointer
with 19 seconds l eft to p lay after freshman linebacker Karl Schmitt
intercepted a Lou Mains pass on the Blue 1 s 18-yard-line.
But Mains, who hit on eight of 18 passes for 124 yards, almost
pulled it out of the fire in the final 15 seconds.

He threw 33 yards to

freshman flanker David Evans for a first down on the Gold 45.
The strong-armed junior tried for a

11

bomb 11 on the final play of the

g ame but the Gold's Geary Clutter intercepted it on the seven-yard line .
Rick Fox, a freshman linebacker from Harlan, was voted the game 1 s
outstanding player award.

He had 11 unassi sted tackle s .

The Blue team took an early lead when Mains connected with junior
split end Mike Mattia on a 40-yard pa ss which stopped on the one -yard line .
Sophomore tailback Jimmy Johnson scooted across on the next play and
junior offensive tackle Mike McCardwell kicked the extra point.
Dave Schaetzke, the G old squad 1 s junior q uarterback, fired a 58-yard
scoring pass to flanker Mark Altenburger early in the third period and
Andrews added the e xtra point.
(more)
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•

Blue-Gold football 2-2-2-2-2

The 7-7 deadlock remained until Schmitt's crucial interception gave
the Gold team its scoring opportunity.

•

Andrews, who holds most of MSU's placekicking records, has beaten
Eastern Kentucky two straight years with last-minute fie ld goals .
Johnson was the game's rushing leader, picking up 69 yards on 15

e

carries.

Altenburger had the most receiving yardage, 78 on three passes.

Schaetzke completed eight of 14 passes for 152 yards.
MSU Head Coach Roy Terry said h e was pleased with the effort shown

•

in the annual intrasquad tilt.
"Our people gave the folks a show," said the 30-year-old Eagle mentor.

•

" It was a good football game."
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Morehead State University's track squad won six first

place~ut k ~
(

it was not enough Saturday as the Eagles finished third in a triangular
meet with Eastern Kentucky and Tennessee Tech.
The final score was Eastern Kentucky 67, Tennessee Tech 52 and
Morehead State 5 O.
Winning ind ividual events for MSU were Dave Neely, high jump;
Wally Leonard, discus;

Terry Beckham, triple jump; Ron Pontrich, mile;

Jim Bayes, 440 hurdles; and Dan Price, three-mile.
Dr. Earl Bentley's cindermen are at home Thursday against
W. Va. State and Saturday against Marshall and Cumberland.
The tennis Eagles started the week with a 9-0 pasting of Louisville
then suffered the same fate Saturday with 9-0 losses to Austin Peay and
Middle Tennessee.
Coach George Sadler' s netters are on the road for the rest of the
season.

Coach Sonny Allen's baseballers and Coach Ed Bignon' s golfers

were rained out of weekend action.
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MOREHEAD, Ky.-- - Rick Fox is on his way to becoming a g ood
college footb oll player and the Harlan freshman says his skinny legs
started it a ll.
A freshman who was "redshirted" last fall because of his
size and a change of position, Fox worked ha r d in MSU's winter
conditioning program and added 25 pounds of muscle to his frame.
He came into spring practice at 5-11 and 205 pounds and,
despite another move from defensive back to linebacker, the forme r
Cawood High School standout proceeded to punish ball carriers every
day.
11

! knew when I reported last fall that these big guys would

kill me if I didn't put on some more muscle ," he recalled.

11

So me

of them had arms bigger than my legs."
The weightlifting paid off handsomely as Fox, operating from
the middle linebacking slot, made 11 unassisted tackles in the spr ing
game and was named the outstanding player.
"Rick was a very pleasant surprise for all of us in spring
drills,

11

said Head Coach Roy Terry .

"He improved every day and is

headed for a fine college career."
However , the son of Mr. and Mrs. Charles H. Fox of Harlan
is getting more than a trophy and kind words for his determination.
Coach Terry revealed that Fox, who came to MSU as a "walk on" player , will be on scholarship when he returns this fall .

########
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MOREHEAD, Ky. --- Gary Shirk, an All-Ohio Valley Conference

tight end from Richwood, Ohio, has been elected captain of the 1972
football squad at Morehead state University.
The 6-2, 220-pound senior will be starting for the fourth
straight season this fall and is considered MSU's top prospect for
profeesional football.
"Gary is a fine football player," said MSU Head Coach Rey
Terry.

"He's also a good leader on and off the field."
A former All-Ohio standout at Marysville High School,

Shirk broke into MSU's starting lineup as a freshman, catching 10
passes for 166 yards.

He hauled down 30 aerials for 402 yards c. n .;..

two touchdowns as a sophomore.

His junior campaign produced 27

receptions for 338 yards and two six-pointers.
The new Eagle captain is the son of Mr. and Mrs. Dewey
Shirk, Rt. 2, Richwood, and is married to the former Linda Blasi
of Marysville, Ohio.

They have one child.

Terry described Shirk as "a top-notch receiver and an
standing blocker."
######
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M:>REHEAD, Ky. --- Roy Terry is a happy man.
After nearly three months as head football coach at

•

Morehead State University, the handsome 30-year-old already is
looking back with pride on a "great" spring practice and a "r e al
good" recruiting effort •

•

Terry, who came to MSU in early February, says his outlook
for the fall is "even better than expected" because of the emer-

•

gence of several promising young players in spring drills and the
signing of more than a dozen high school standouts, notably AllAmerican defensive back Vic Williams of Birmingham, Ala.

•

The Eagle mentor said he would release a complete list of
recruits in the near future.

He noted that a

~ajority

of them

originally were contacted by the previous coaching staff.

•

"We added a few more and helped keep some who were uneasy
about the coaching change," Terry said.

"The combined approach

paid off very nicely."

•

He admits being worried about personnel when spring practice started.
"We lost 20 seniors from last year, including 11 starters,

•

and that's a lot of shoes to fill," he said.
turned up almost all of the answers.

•

"But spring workouts

We're going to be very young, •

especially on defense, but we have a great deal of talent on this
football team."
"Now I'm even happier to be here," he added.

•

1111111111
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(Special to the ADI)

MOREHEAD, Ky. --- Two young gridders from the A s hland area made
a good impress ion on H ead C oach Roy T er ry in spring practice this year at
Morehead State Univers ity.
Joe Dillow of Flatwoods, a defensive end, and N eal Wheeler of Rt.
2, Ashland, a defensive tackle, were held out of competition last fall and
will be fre s hmen in e ligibility for the 1972 season.
Wheeler, a former All-Stater at Boyd County High School, was playing
on the second defensive unit w h en spring drills end ed.

Dillow , who was

conve rte d to defensive end during spring practice , also won All-State honors
at Russell High School.
"Both of thes e young men are good athletes and have shown us they
can and want to play college football," Coach Terry reported.

"Neal has

especially impressed us w ith hi s quickness and Joe with his determinatbn:"
Wheeler is the son of Mr. and Mrs. Kenneth R. Wheeler, Rt. 2,
Ashland.

Dillow is the son of Mr. and Mr s . D e lbert Dillow, 169 Thompson Road,

Flatwoods.
"You're going to b e h earing a lot about both of them in the future,"
Terry concluded.
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(Special to NCSS )

•

MOREHEAD, Ky. --- Leonard Coulter, who is expected to be one of
the top players in the country this year as a junior, has

~pecial me~ories

of one game in his sophomore season •

•

The 6-5 forward from D anville , Ky. was named the "sophomore of the
year" in the Ohio Valley Conference and to the All-OVC team.

•

He l ed the

league in rebounding (1 4 . 2) and was second in scoring (24. 1) •
But b ack to that special game .
Leonard's fathe r, a man with deep convictions, had never seen his

•

son play basketball on any level.

Although Leonard earned honors constantly

from the time he first picked up a basketball in grade school, his father

•

stayed away from the games for religious reasons •
Morehead State Univer sity Head Coach Bill Harrell, also a man of
Christian purpose, was determined that Mr. Coulter would see Leonard

•

play.

Through various friends, he was persuaded to attend a banquet for

the parents of MSU' s basketball players and a game afterward.

.

L eonard, who was told of his fathe r's presence in the gym shortly
before the opening tipoff, responded with 40 points and 20 rebounds as
MSU dropped Tennessee T ech, 101- 9 0.

•

Fathe t' and son embracP.d in the locker room later and there wasn't
a dry eye to be found .

########
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at Morehead State University, earned a varsity letter this year as a
member of MSU' s swim team.

Coach Bill Mack's MSU tankmen compiled a 5-5 record and
finished fifth in the Kentucky Intercollegiate Swimming Championship.
"We had a fairly good year in spite of our bad luck with injuries
and illness,
meet.

11

Mack said.

"Our young men gave great effort in every

11

########
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1971-72 SWIMMING ROSTER

•

EVENT

YEAR

HOMETOWN

Back

So.

Ft . Mitchell, Ky.

*Bruce Boulton

Back

Jr .

Hollywood, Fla.

Barry Boulton

Free

Jr.

Fort Lauderdale, Fl

*Robert Burke

Free

Jr.

Cincinnati, Ohio

Bill Campbell

Diver

Fr.

Highland, Ind.

Fly

Fr.

Oak Ridge, Tenn.

....----U-ack

-

Abeln,~

v.oo

~~

-

Mike Gooch \

-

Terry Hart

I-M

So.

Speedway, Ind.

*Pat Hancock

Free

Jr .

Frankfort, Ky .

Steve Hoersting

Free

Fr.

Ft. Mitchell, Ky .

*Mark Howard

Diver

Jr.

Fern Creek, Ky.

Free

Fr.

Worthington, Ohio

-

- - Rick Klunk

oO

~

,.--

Brent Lange \~.,p

Breast

Fr .

Piqua, Ohio

-

*Mark Lennon

I-M

Sr.

East Providence, RI

I-M

So.

Ironton, Ohio

Free

So .

Indianapolis, In d.

I-M

Fr.

Springfield, Ohio

I-M

So .

Indianapolis, Ind.

Free

Jr.

Louisville, Ky.

'

-----*Steve Milleson

..(tP
*Larry Ridgeway

1

f~

John Wade

~--- *l<en Watkins\~
---- *Steve Wiseman

*returning lettermen
HEAD COACH :

Bill Mack

CO-CAPTAINS:

Robert Burke & Pat Hancock

(10th year)
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Morehead State University ' s tennis, baseball and track
teams emerg ed with victories in recent action.
Coach George Sadler's racket squad dispos e d of Cumberland,
7-2, and Centre, 5-4 .

Earlier, they lost to Eastern Kentucky , 8-1.

The squad has a 6 - 6 record with one regular season match
left on the schedule.

A road date with Marshall this Th ursday will

be the last comp etition before the Ohio Val}ey Conference spring
championships May 19 and 20 at East Tennessee.
Coach Sonny Allen's baseballers, still plagued by rainouts,
split doubleheaders with West Virginia State and Eastern and swept
a twinbill from Morris Harvey.
Junior shotstop Bob Ison l eads the Eagles in hitting with
a . 392 average and in runs batted in with 23.

Freshman righthander

Jeff Garman is the top pitcher with a 4-0 mark.
The baseball squad , now 9-7-1, has a road appearance Wednesday
at Marshall and home dates with Xavier on Thursday and West Virginia
State is a season-ending doubleheader on Saturday.
Dr. Earl Bentley ' s trackmen lost a squeaker to West Virginia
.State but came back with a lop-sided triangular win over Cumberland
and Marshall.

(MORE)

•
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Senior distance ace Dan Price shattered the MSU mile record

•

with a 4:12.2 clocking against West Virginia State and then broke
it again two days later with a 4:08.7 effort in the triangular meet.

•

Senior Terry Beckham extended his triple jump record to 48 feet,
5 inches, on the same day.

Tying school marks were high jumper Dave

Neely, 6-8; sprinter Rick Brown, :21.0 in the 220; and pole vaulter

•

Bill Hudnall, 14-6 .
Coach Ed Bignon's golfers finished fourth in the Eastern
Kentucky University Invitational in spite of Bill Spannuth's

•

second-place performance.

His first round 67 is the team low for

the year.

•

A home match with Marshall on May 9 is the only remaining
date on the regular season schedule.

•

#111111111111
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MOREHEAD, Ky . - --Ke n Howard, a 1966 graduate of Morehea d
State University, has bee n named head football coach at Rowa n county
High School in Morehead .
Now serving as a g r a duate assistant in physical education at

e

MSU, Howard let t ered four years as an Eagle lineman and was a high
school assistant coach in Auburndale, Fla. for five years.
A native of Ocala, Fla . he is married to the former Barb ara

•

Abner of Morehead.

They have two children.

The 28-year-old Howard succeeds Paul Ousley who r e sig n ed
for health reasons.

#######
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MOREHEAD, Ky. --- P0 rsons of a ll age s will h ave an op portunity to learn to play tennis this s ummer at Morehead Stat e
University.
The first annual MSU Tennis Day Camp is being staged in
two sessions, June 4-17 and June 18-July 1.
Each of the two-week sessions will be devoted to tennis
fundamentals with extensive play on the university's eight hard
surface courts.
Campers will be grouped according to age and skill with
emphasis on individual instruction.
Sadler is camp d irector.

MSU Tennis Coach George

Assisting will be Gary Lawrence, the top

player on this year's varsity tennis squad at MSU.
Daily instruction is schedu led from 3 : 30 p.m. until 6:30
p.m .

In the event of bad weather , classe s will be moved into the

Laughlin Health Build ing .
The camp fee is $35, including insurance.

Although the

camp is designed primarily for commuting students, meals and
lodging on campus can be arranged at additional cost .
Application forms may be obtained by writing : MSU Te nnis
Day Camp, Coach George Sadler, MSU, Morehead, Ky .
#####
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For Immediate Relea se

MOREHEAD, Ky. --- Morgan County won seven of 16 events here Thur s day
en route to the first track and fie ld championship of the Eastern Kentucky
Confe renc e.
The final score at Morehead State Unive rsity's Breathitt Sports Center
was Morgan County 56, East Carter 44 1/2,
Breckinridge 23 1/2,

, Menifee County 26 1/2,

University

We s t Carter 17 1/2, and Rowan County 8.

Menife e County's Benny Peck was the individual standout, winning the long,
high and triple jumps.

Double winners were Lindy Amyz of Morgan County, 120-yard

hurdle s and 180-yard hurdles; Alle n Roe of East Carter, shot put and discus; and
Keith Bailey of Morgan County, 100-yard dash and 220-yard dash.
Morgan County also won both the 880-yard and mile relays .
Conference members Salyer sville and' Sandy Hook did not compete.
-- WINNERS -120 HURDLES -- Lindy Amyx, Morgan Co., :1 8. 5.
100 DASH -- Keith Bailey, Morgan Co., :10. 8.
MILE -- Ellis Boggs, West Carter , 5:01.6.
440 DASH - - Nathan Coates, Breck, :54. 4.
SHOT Pl,JT -- Allen Roe, East Carter, 42 -10.
LONG JUMP -- Benny Peck, Menifee Co., 17-11 3/4.
HIGH JUMP - - Benny Peck, Menifee Co., 6-0.
180 HURDLES -- Lindy Amyx, Morgan Co., :22. 75.
880 RUN -- Mike Seagraves , East Carte r, 2:11.

(more )

.

.

•
EKG Track

2-2-2-2-2-2

TRIPLE JUMP --

B~nny

Peck, Menifee Co., 37 - 5 .

220 DASH -- Keith Bailey, Morgan Co., :23 . 9.
880 RELAY -- Morgan Co. (Bailey, Smith, Morri s , Hutchinson} 1:41. 8 .
POLE VAULT -- Bill Haney, Morgan Co., 10-0.
2-MILE RUN -- Walter Ballard, Menifee Co., 11:05. 5.
DISCUS -- Allen Roe, East Carter, 11 5-2 1/2 .
MILE RELAY -- Morgan Co. (Phillips, L. Amyx, Morris , Ratliff) 3:49. 8.

-- 3 0 --

l
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MOREHEAD, Ky.---Morehead State University's baseball and
tennis teams have closed regular season play with winning records.
Coach Sonny Allen's baseball Eagles nipped Xavier, 7-6, to
close with an 11-9-1 mark in a season marred by more than 20 rainouts .
Senior rightfielder Mark Dille led the MSU batsmen with an

•

average of .405 and in home runs with four.
Ison was the RBI leader with 27 .

•

Junior shortstop Bob

Freshman righthander Jeff Garman

had a 4-0 mark to top the pitching staff.

Senior southpaw Tom Miller

turned in the best earned run average, 2 . 66.
Coach George Sadler's tennis Eagles whipped Marshall, 8-1,
to push their season record to 7-6.

They are idle until the OVC

championship later this month.
Sophomores Tracy Crew and Mike Purtz and freshman Charlie
Pierce tied for the best record in singles, each at 7-6 .

Junior

Craig Orr and freshman Bill Spell led doubles play with a 7-6 mark .
Dr. Earl Bentley's Eagle trackmen finished third in a triangular at Eastern and their record fell to 2-4.

The final score was

Murray St. 85, Eastern Ky . 65 and MSU 31.
Senior Terry Beckham led the MSU effort with a record-breaking
leap of 50 feet, 2 inches in the triple jump, eclipsing the mark he
has reestablished twice this spring.
The cindermen are not scheduled for action until the OVC meet
but Dr. Bentley said another home meet may be added.
(MORE)

'
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Coach Ed Bignon's Eagle golfers have a 4-3 record following
last weekend's dual match loss at Eastern by one stroke .

This

week's home match with Marshall is their last regular season activity.
The OVC championships in tennis, track and golf are set May
19 and 20 at East

~ennessee .
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(Ray) Mullins, the head athletic trainer

at Morehead State University, figures he has transported about 20 MSU
athletes to Lexington for knee operations in the past two years.
But the cast will be on the other foot this week when the
23-year-old Mullins is admitted to Central Baptist Hospital in
Lexington.
For a knee operation, of all things .

#######
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at Morehead State University, was in a starting position when MSU's
spring football practice ended recently.

Head Coach Roy Terry, appointed to the post in F ebruary,
said he was "pleased" with the spring drills and "very encpuraged"
about prospects for the fall.
The Eagles compiled a 7-3 record last season and w ill r e turn
32 lettermen for the 1972 i:ampaign which begins Sept. 9 at home
against Xavier in a night game .

######
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MOREHEAD, Ky . ---Shortstop Bo b Ison, a junior from Ashland,
has been voted the Eddie Wallingford Trophy as Morehead State
University's most valuable baseball player of 1972.
Ison, a former All-Stater at Ashland High, led Coach Sonny
Allen's Eagles to an 11-9-1 record with 27 runs batted in, six
doubles and a .354 batting average .
"Bobby had an excellent spring with his bat and showed a
great deal of improvement defensively , " Allen said.

"He's a fine

individual with a winner's heart."
The Wallingford Trophy is presented annually by Delta Tau
Delta social fraternity.

It was named in honor of the late Eddie

Wallingford, the Ohio Va lley Conference "baseball player of the
year" as a sophomore in 1969.

He was killed the same year in a

hunting accident .
Also receiving votes were junior rightfielder Mark Dille of
Dayton , Ohio who led the squad in hitting with a . 405 mark and
junior centerfielder Steve Baker of Owe nsboro who batted .311 and
scored a team-high 23 runs .
Freshman righthander Jeff Garman of Wilmington, Ohio topped
the MSU moundsmen with a 4-0 record .

Senior lefthander Tom Miller

of Monroeville, Ohio, had the best earned run average, 2 . 66 .
Allen, who completed his 11th season as MSU's baseball boss,
said he was pleased with the campaign in spite of weather problems.
(MORE)

,
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The Eagles were rained out of 22 games and 17 could not be
rescheduled.
"Considering that we played only about half of the games we
had planned, the season did have its bright spots," Allen said.
"Several of our young players showed a great deal of
promise and we were stronger defensively than in recent years,"
he added .
"The lower batting averages and higher earned run averages
can be attributed to the weather for the most part," Allen said.

•

"Long delays between games make it tough on pitchers and hitters
alike."
The coach said he is optimistic abo ut newly-adopted fall
baseball in the OVC, noting that "it might eliminate some of the
weather factor."
"There also are some disadvantages to a split season but
we're going to make an honest effort to make it workr" Allen
concluded.
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MOREHEAD, Ky.---Morehead State University's golf, track and
tennis teams hope to silence some critics this weekend in the Ohio
Valley Conference spring championships at East Tennessee.
Coach Ed Bignon's golfers have been up and down with a 4-3
record .

Senior Bill Spannuth and sophomore Charlie Doran are

expected to challenge for the individual title.

Spannuth won it

in 1970 ?.nd Doran is this year's Kentucky Intercollegiate champ.
The MSU

links~en

were last in the ovc last year and were

picked sixth this spring in a pre-season poll •

•

Dr. Earl Bentley's cindermen will be out to improve last
year's sixth place finish.

However, they are picked seventh this

time.
Top individual threats are seniors Dan Price, Terry Beckham
and Dave Neely and sophomore Ron Pontrich.

P~ice

set new MSU

records this spring in the mil e, 4:08 . 7, and the three-mile, 14:10.3 .
Beckham holds the triple jump mark at 50 feet, 3 inches and Neely
the high jump at 6 feet , 8 inches.

Pontrich is a mile and half-

mile standout.
Coach George Sadler's tennis squad is paced by junior college
transfer Tracy Crew who was 7-6 this year as the No. 2 singles.
Compiling identical marks were Charlie Pierce as No. 5 and Mike
Purtz in No. 6.
The Eagle racket squad was eighth in 1971 and has been
picked to repeat.
The OVC is not picking a baseball champion this year.
5-17-72
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MOREHEAD, Ky. - - - Terry Hay , a 6-8 center from Hanover,
Ind., has accepted a basketball grant-in-aid at Morehead
State University .
MSU Head Coach Bill Harrell described the 220-pound
recruit as "a big and strong young man with determination."
Hay, who won all - conference and all-sectional honors
this season, a veraged 16 points and 17 rebounds to lead
Southwestern High School to a 23-3 record.
He is the son of Mr . and Mrs. Everett R. Hay , Rt. 1,
Hanover, and plans to study agriculture a t Morehead State.
"We're certain that Terry's great attitude will help
him develop into a fine college player," Harrell added.
Hay was signed by MSU Assi s tant Coach Jack Black.

######
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~MOREHEAD,

~

Ky.--- Bill Spannuth of Morehead State University

finished third in the Ohio Valley Conference golf tournament
~ay be)

last weekend and

~

-

headed for his . . .

..........._

lfy-.;,lT /

third~

appearance in the NCAA tourney.

~Anderson,

Ind. senior, who won the OVC in 1970 as a

sophomore and finished 12th in the NCAA, made a strong bid for
the conference title this year

•

•

iillll..BllF•lHowever,

MSU take fifth place in the team standings at East Tennessee's
Buffalo Valley Country Club.
LMSu Golf Coach Ed Bignon said
223 in the 54-hole

•

~pannuth,

competition~learn
lA •

who carded a one-over-par
later this week if
Coral, Fla.

he will

l:::_addition to his 12th place score in 1970, Spannuth
also was impressive in the 1971 NCAA tourney.

His first day

67 tied him with Ben Crenshaw of Texas, the eventual

•

champlO~~

~ignon said he was "generally pleased" with the season
which left his Eagles with a 4-3 record in dual, triangular and
quadrangular matches.

-

MSU finished a close second in the Kentucky

Intercollegiate and~ sophomore Charlie Doran of Central Square,N.~
'-titlist. /
was the individual ~
,

~annuth,

~ the

who holds the MSU course record of nine-under-par 61,
team's only senior.

He is a four-year letterman.
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MOREHEAD, Ky .- --Morehead State University's track team ma de
its best Ohio Valley Conference showing in seven years last weekend
in the OVC Spring Championships at East Tennessee.
Dr . Earl Bentley's cindermen scored 12 1/2 points to repeat
their sixth place finish of last year.

•

However, the point total

w~ s

the highest since 21 in 1965 .
Three seniors , a junior and a sophomore put MSU into the
scoring column this year .

Junior Bill Hudnall of Paris placed

second in the pole vault for the highest Eagle finish.

His vault

of 14 feet, 6 inches marked the fourth time he has tied the school
record he shares with Perry Johnson .
Taking third places were senior Terry Beckham of Louisville
in the triple jump and senior Hosea Johnson of Lexington in the 8 8 (yard run .

Beckham rewrote his school record for the third time thi s

spring with a jump of 50 feet, 9 1/2 inches.

Johnson covered the

half-mile in 1 : 52 . 6, one-tenth of a second off his school record.
Senior Dave Neely of Dayton, Ohio, was fourth in the high
jump .

His leap of 6 feet, 8 inches was the eighth tie of his own

school record .

Sophomore Ron Pontrich of Louisville was fifth in

the mile run with a time of 4:15 . 2 .
Other school records were broken this season by senior
Dan Price of Tiffin, Ohio, with times of 4 : 08.7 in the mile and
14:10.3 in the three-mile.
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MOREHEAD, Ky.-- -Moreh-=ad St.ate University's tennis squad
compiled a 7-6 record in t he regular season but a ga in finished
eighth in the Ohio Valley conference .
Coach George Sadler said he was disappointed that rain
washed out the OVC tournament which resulted in the conference
standings being based on season play only.
"We were hopeful of improving our position at the
tournament," he said.

"However, all of our young men are eligible

to return next season and things definitely should be brighter."
The Eagles, with five new players in the six-man lineup,
were 6-0 against non-league foes and 1-6 in OVC play with a win
over East Tennessee .
Three MSU starters came up with winning records.

Finishing

at 7-6 were sophomore Tracy Crew of Huntington Beach, Calif . in
position No. 2, sophomore Mike Purtz of Hialeah, Fla. in No. 6
and freshman Charlie Pierce of Cincinnati in No. 5 .
The No. 1 doubles team of junior Craig Orr of Garden
Grove, Calif., and freshman Bill Spell of Deland, Fla ., also
compiled a 7-6 mark .
#######
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•
MOREHEAD, Ky . ---Jim Edwards of Morehead State University

•

has signed a professional football contract with the Cincinnati
Bengals of the National Football League .

•

The 6-4, 210-pound defensive end and linebacker was a
four-year starter for the Eagles and received honorable mention

las ~

season in All-Ohio Valley confe rence balloting .

•

Edwards, who was graduated from MSU last week, was signed
following a tryout camp.

He will report to the Bengals in July .

The new signee is the son of Mr . and Mrs. James W. Edwards,

•

2079 Oxmoor Dr . , Dayton , Ohio, and is a graduate of Beavercreek
High School .

•
•

•

•

•
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MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERS I TY
1 972 Spr ing Sports Sco reboa r d

~ASEBALL

•

(1 1-9-1)

( FI NAL )

TENNIS ( 7 -6)

(FINAL)

i1SU 4- 1 5 , Ta ylo r u . 3-1
MSU 7, Cincinnati
5
MSU 8 , Ma r s h a ll 7
MSU 4 - 14, Easte rn Ky . 6-4
MS U 4-6 , Louisvi ll e 1 -7
Xa vi e r 4 , MS U 2
~ as tern Ky . 5 - 4 , MSU 4-4
Ohio U. 19 , MSU 8
nsu 4 - 5, w. va . State 5-0
1'1.SU 2- 3 , Ea s t e r n Ky. 3-2
i1SU 5-4 , Mo rr is H<lrvey 2-3
Ci n cinnati 7 , MSU 6
Larsha ll 1 0 , MSU 5
t.JS U 7 , Xa v i e r 6

MSU 6 , Morris Ha rvey 3
MSU 8 , Lo u isvi l le l
Tenn Tech 8, MSU l
MSU 5 , East Te n n. 4
Murray S t. 9, MSU 0
Wes t e rn Ky . 9, MS U 0
MSU 9 , Louisvil l e 0
Aus tin Pe ay 9 , MSU 0
Mi d d le T enn . 9 , MSU 0
Eas t e r n Ky. 8 , MSU 1
~£ U 7, Cumbe rland 2
!>'.SU 5 , Ce n t r e 4
MSU 8 , Ma r sha ll l
OVC ( 8th of 8)

Leader s

Singl es
Ga r y Lawrence , 3- 10
T r a c y crew, 7 - 6
Cr aig Orr. 5 - 8
Bil l S pell , 5-8
Cha r lie Pi e r ce , 7-6
Mike Purt z , 7-6

~ATTI NG-- Ma rk

Dille , .405 (30- 74 )
RBI--Dob I son , 27
HOMERS-- Dill e , 4
P I TCHI NG--J eff Ga r man, 4-0
ERA- - To m Mi l ler , 2 .66

TRACK ( 2-4)

( FI NAL)

Do ubles
-Orr-Spe l l

, 7-6
Va. St. 9 1, MSU 82, W.Va . 'l'cch 1 5 Lawr ence- Crew , 4-9
I-SU 11 2, Geo r getown 18
Pierce-Purtz , 5-8
Eastern Ky . 67 , Tenn Tech 52 , ~S U 50
W. Va. St. 74 , MSU 71
HSU 105, Cumberland 64, i1a r sha ll 1 1
l turray St. 85 , Eastern Ky. 65 , MSU 31
OVC (6 th of 8 )
(1212 pts )
GOLF (4 - 3 )
~1.

( FINAL)

;.~s t Efforts This Yea r
Shoo t out I n The South (W- 4,L- l )
Miami I nvi t a tiona l ( 7th of 64 )
1 00 - James l·lright, :09.8
Marshal l Quadrangu l ar ( 4th )
220-Ri ck Brm·m , :22.0
'! 40-Vi c Wh a rton , :50.6
Mi d-South Classic ( 3rd of 17)
880 - Hosea John son , 1 : 52 . 6
Ky. In tercollegiate ( 2nd o f 5 )
EKU I a vitut iona l (4th of 5)
MI LE-Dan Price , 4:08.7 ( rtiSU record)
3 .MILE-Da n Pr i ce , 14 :10.3 ( :·!SU record ) Eas t e rn Ky. 380, MSU 301
1 20 H- J ay Fi scher , : 14.9
OVC ( 5th of B) (1183 )
440 H- J im Bayes , :54.6
HIGH-Dave Nee ly, 6-8 (tied MSU record)
LOW Round
Bill Spannu th, 67 (EKU
LONG-Terry Beckham, 21-B 3/4
In v i tational)
TR I PLE-Terry Beckham, 50-9~ (MSU r ecor d )
SHOT-Tom Wi se 46-2 1/2
DI SCUS -Wa lly Leona r d , 1 46-5
JAVELIN-Wa ll y Leon ar d, 1 50-1
f?J:JEE..:!.~Eshi ps
Ch a rlie Do r an, Ky.
POLE-Bill Hudn a l l, 14-6 ( ti ed MSU record)
I n t e r col l egiate
440 R- ( Beckham, Br own, Wharton, Wr igh t ) :42.B
MILE R- (Brown , Kazee, Whar ton, J ohnson) 3 : 20 . 4

ovc
S p annut h, 3rd
(7 4 - 7 4-75--223 )
5- 22-7 2
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JOHNSON CITY, Tenn.---Keith Kappes of Morehead State
University has been elected president of the Ohio Valley Con_f erence
Sports Information Directors Association (OVCSIDA) for the 1972-73

e

school year •.
He was chosen at the group's annual meeting which was
conducted during the OVC Spring Championships at East Tennessee
State University.
Kappes, 29, was named to MSU's sports publicity post in
July, 1969.

Previously, he was employed by The Associated Press

and by daily newspapers in Ironton, Ohio, Ashland, Ky. and
Huntington,

w.

va.
1111111111111111
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Co-favorites Ashland and Russell meet in the first
round Thursday of the Morehead Regional Baseball Tournament
at Morehead State University.
Action begins at 9 a.rn . Thursday when Johnson Central
(12-5) tangles with undefeated Elkhorn City (12-0).

Matched

at 11 a.rn. are Menifee County (14-10) and University
Breckinridge (14-5).
Afternoon play sends Ashland (13-4) against Russell
(17-4) at 1 p.rn. and Virgie (12-1) against McDowell (7-7)
at 3 p.rn.
Semi-finals are scheduled Friday at 11 a.m. an? 1 p.rn.
with Saturday's championship game at 1 p.rn.

Umpires will be

Don Hardin of Morehead, Dale Griffith of Ashland and Don Tyre ,
of Frankfo:t t.
MSU Athletic Director Robert Laughlin is tournament
manager.

Jim Wells of Morehead is official scorer.

Breck won the Morehead District last week with a

a·-1

victory over Rowan County, the defending district and regional
champ.

Greg Bellamy of UBS twirled a three-hitter in the

district final.
11111111111111
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~EHEAD,

•

Ky. --- Morehead State University's Bill

Spannuth has been invited to make his third appearance in
the NCAA golf tournament.
J ~Anderson, Ind. senior~
~
J
finisbed third in this year's Ohio Valley
Conference tourney and was named the OVC's "golfer of the
-.....also
year" for the second time. HeA.was was elected to the All-OVC

~

golf squad for the thirf

•

I MSU
C

~"very

Golf Coach

..-year.~

E~

Bignon said the 22-year-old Spannuth
\competition/
excited" about the NCAA~
' scheduled

June 20-24 at Cape Coral, Fla.

~C:!'e

Coral is Bill's favorite golf course in the South

and he's hopeful of making

~. . . . . .llllllaie>

a good showing, "

Bignon added.
had
e n u t h , who finished 12th in the 1970 NCAA,
\. He and his MSU teammates<
a four-under-par 68 at Cape Coral in 1971...
7 s· ·
ZXLkZX
have made two appearances in the Cape Coral Invitational.
who
l The stocky 11oosier-:two'i7' the OVC in 1970 ~appears to

~ib•e...r•e•~
. .~~aaa.!.;.g•t-hi!•~illlltaom;mll•f£~o•:n1..i'fu111llli?. .~f[llillill•lllli·~2111111s111 ~according
..

to Bignon.

" Bill has more confidence now than at any time in the past two
years," the coach added.

~nnuth

holds the MSU course record, a nine-under-par 61

and is the defending champ of the MSU Invitational.

II II II II II II
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MOREHEAD, Ky. --- Two Morehead State University players
have been named to the All-Ohio Valley Conference baseball squad.
Elected by the league's coaches were shortstop Bob Ison,
a junior from Ashland, and rightfielder Mark Dille, a junior
from Dayton, Ohio.
Ison, who earlier was named MSU 's most valuable player,
batted .354 and drove in 27 runs this spring.

Dille led the

Eagles in hitting with a .405 average.
MSU finished with a 11-9 record after 17 games were rained
out and could not be rescheduled.
"Bob and Mark did a fine job this season and we're looking
forward to having them back with us this fall," said Coach Sonny
Allen.

######
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MOREHEAD, Ky. --- Entries are now being accepte d for
the 5th annual Morehead State University Invitational Golf
Tournament June 30-July 2 at the MSU Course.
Ed Bignon, MSU golf coach and club professional, has
announced 54 holes of medal play in the championship flight
and 54 holes of match play in other flights.

First round

losers will play in consolation flights.
Flight winners and runners-up are to receive gift
certificates.

The tourney will be limited to the first 95

golfers who send their $15 entry fee to Ed Bignon, PO Box 253,
Morehead, Ky.

40351.

The fee includes a Saturday night

barbecue.
Assignments in all lower flights will be based on handicaps
or qualifying rounds.

The tournament is open to any amateur

golfer.
MSU standout Bill Spannuth, champion of the past two
tournaments, will not defend his title this year.
pro after the NCAA Tournament later this month.

########
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MOREHEAD , Ky. --- Reservations are being accepted through
Friday for the second session of the Morehead State University Tennis
Day Camp which starts next Monday.
MSU Tennis C oach George Sadler is conducting the classes in
tennis fundamentals from 5 p. m. until 8 p . m . Monday through Friday
at the University Courts .
The fe e for t h e two-week camp is $35 and is payable at the time
of registration on Sunday, June 18, or on the camp's opening day,
Monday, June 19.
Persons of all ages are welcome.

Campers are classified by

age and ability.
This year 1 s camp is open to commuting students only.

#######
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MOREHEAD, Ky.---All-American basketballer Leonard Coulter
of Morehead State University has added another honor to his highly
successful sophomore season.
The 6-5 forward from Danville has been named one of the
country's top 10 sophomores by "The Basketball News," a national
publication based in Pleasantville, N. Y.
It marked the second such selection for Coulter, the
"sophomore of the year" in the Ohio Valley Conference and a member
of the All-OVC squad.
Earlier, he was named to the 15-man sophomore All-America
team of "Basketball Weekly."
Coulter, who paced MSU to a 16-11 record and a share of the
OVC title, led the league in rebounding with 14.2 per game and was
second in scoring at 24.1.
Also named by "The Basketball News" were Bill Walton of
UCIA, Torn McMillen of Maryland, William Averitt of Pepperdine, Roy
Ebron of Southwestern Louisiana, George Gervin of Eastern Michigan ,
Tom Burleson of North Carolina State , Jim Bradley of Northern
Illinois, John Williamso n of New Mexico State, and Mike Robinson of
Michigan State .

#######
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(Special to The Morehead News)

•
Russell fell behind in the first inning Saturday but

•

rallied for a 7-4 win over University Breckinridge and a
trip to the State Bas eball Tournament next week.
Coach Sam Daugherty's Breck Eaglets worked their

•

way into the Morehead Regional finals with a 7-1 first
round win over Menifee County and a 6-1 semi-final triumph

•

over Johnson Central .
Coach Rick Hall's Russell Red Devils dropped ' favored
Ashland on the first day, 4-3, and swamped Virgie, 8-1, in

•

the semi-finals .
In other games, Johnson Central edged Elkhorn City, 6-4;
and Virgie outslugged McDowell , 11-7 .

•

Russell, which also represented this region in the
state basketball tournament this year, will join the seven

•

other regional winners in the state baseball finals at UK's
Shively Sports Center.
Rowan County, the runner-up in last year's state

•

tourney, was eliminated by Breck in the district this season.
The Vikings finished with a 9-10 record~

•

Breck turned in a 16-6 mark .
111111111111
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MOREHEAD, Ky . ---Nearly 100 amateur golfers are exp ected to
compete in the 5th annual Morehead State University Invitational

•

Golf Tournament b e ginning Friday, June 30 at the MSU Course.
Ed Bignon, MSU golf coach and club professional , has scheduled

•

54 holes of medal play in the championship flight and 54 holes of
match play in other flights .

Fi rst round losers will play in

consolation flights .
Flight winners and runners-up are to rece i ve gift certificatee
The three-day tourney includes a Saturday night barbecue .
Assignments in a ll lowe r flight s will b e b a sed on hand icap s
or qualifying rounds .

The tournament i s }ope n t o any amateur gol fer .

MSU stand out Bill Sp annuth, champion of the past two
tournaments, will not defe nd his titl e th i s ye nr .

#######
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MOREHEAD, Ky.---Bob Ison, Morehead State University's all-

e

Ohio Valley Conference shortstop, finished 11th in runs-batted-in
among college division baseball players this spring.
The junior from Ashland had 27 RBI's in 21 games for Coach

•

Sonny Allen's Eagles.

According to the final statistics released

by the NCAA, Ison averaged 1.29 runs batted in per game.

•

Earlier he was the recepient of the Eddie Wallingford Trophy
symbolic of the Most Valuable Player at MSU.
He is the son of Mr. and Mrs. Clarence Ison, 3030 Simpson

e

Road, Ashland.
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MOREHEAD, Ky.---Six new opponents and a major tournament
highlight the 25-game basketball schedule for 1972-73 at Morehead
State University.
The Eagles of Coach Bill Harrell, defending tri-champions of
the Ohio Valley Conference, open the season Monday, Nov. 27, on the
road against the University of North Carolina at Charlotte .

The

first home foe is Morris Harvey on Nov . 29.
Appearing on the MSU schedule for the first time are UNCCharlotte, Mercer, Virginia Commonwealth , Michigan, Yale, and St.
Joseph's of Philadelphia.
Michigan, Yale and Toledo are booked with MSU in the University of Michigan Invitational Tournament Dec. 18 and 19 at Ann ArLor ,
Mich.
The Eagles also have non-league dates with Oral Roberts,
Illinois State and Marshall.

As usual, the card lists home-and-

home dates with the other seven OVC members.

MSU opens confere nce

play De c. 11 at Ea.st e rn Ke ntucky.
The Eagles, who have all five starters returning from last
season, will play 14 games on the road and 11 at home in Laughlin
Fieldhouse.
The complete 1972-73 schedule:
(More)

MOREHEAD 8Ti\.TE UNIVIms:·:·ry

1972-73 Backetball Schedule
Dl\.':B

OPPONE:t-.1T

Nov. 2 7

North Ca rolina at Charlotte

Charlotte, N.

Morris Harvey

Morehead, Ky.

2

Merc e r University

Morehead, Ky.

5

Virginia Commonwealth

Morehead, Ky .

29
Dec.

11
18-19

Marshall

Huntington, W.

6

Oral Roberts

Tulsa, Okla.

9

Illinois State

Normal, Ill.

V~ .

13

*Austin Peay

Morehead, Ky.

15

*Murray State

Morehead, Ky.

20

*Hiddle T e nnessee

Murfreesboro, T e nn.

22

*Western Kentucky

Bowli ng Green, Ky.

Marshall

Morehead, Ky.

27

*Tennessee Tech

Cookeville, Tenn.

29

*'East Tennessee

Mcrene ad , Ky.

3

St. Joseph's (Pa . )

?hil ~del9hi~,

Pa.

10

*Murray State

n~r :::- ay ,

12

*"Austin Peay

Cla~k ss vi lle,

l7

*Weste~n

K8ntucky

Ho:rc:.head, Ky.

19

*Midd le Tennessee

t1o::::ehead, Ky.

24

*East Tennessee

J o:::!s on Ci t1, Tc m:.

26

~Tennessee

March J
*OVC

kichmond, Ky.
Ann Arb o r, Mich.

24

Feb.

*Eastern Kentucky

c.

Michigan Invitational
(MSU, .Michigan, Yale, Toledo)

22
Jan.

SITE

G<=. r.t~3

*Eas.::c~n

Ky.

Tec11

Ke.nb.icky
Ho~e

GaDe s

Star~

at 7 :30 p .m .

ES~

~ e nn.
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•
MOREHEAD, Ky . ---Roy Lucas , a former lineman at Morehead
State University and a high school coach for eight years, has b e en

•

named an assistant football coach at MSU.
The 30-year-old coach guided Miami Trace High School in

•

Ohio to a 10-0 mark last year.

He compiled a 38-19 record in six

years as a head coach, two at Miami Trace and four at Erlanger Lloyd
in Erlanger, Ky •

•

The middletown, Ohio , native was named the most valuable
gridder at MSU in 1963 and earned four letters before being
graduated in 1964.

He also holds a master's degree from Xavier .

"We ' re glad to have coach Lucas back on campus , " sai d Head
Coach Roy Terry.

"He was a fine high school c oach and should make

a great contribution to our program . "
Lucas will coach the o f f ens ive line.
former Beverly Fryman of Sharps burg , Ky .

#######
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He is married to the

They have two sons .

